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nlT RODUCT ION 

In his uConclusiontl to ~t.t~r:~r:~tor;r O~}~,l 

Northrop Frye pioneered a thesis about the antagonism between 

cuI tureand nature, 'and about the complex tensions 'which 

arise from the impact of the sophisticated and the pri::nitive 

on each other, as these occur as consistent themes in a 

good deal of' our literature. \t~!hile this essay gave new 

direction and vigour to critical writing on Canadian works 

generally, Frye himself' bas not, to date, published any 

extended discussion of' his ovm thesis. \lV-bat oneawai ts is 

a book or series of articles which, employing an inductive 

critical method, 'Would examine a range of specific texts, 

prose, fiction and poetry, in illustrat~ion and s~pport of 

Frye's original impressions--muoh as Douglas Jones has done 

:in his provocative ~l1ti~erf~...2!!_Roc,k.2 As it stands, the 

thil"'ty page IlConclusionu is a bush garden of' :insights and 

suggestions, seemingly deserted by the gardenel' and left 

f,or others to prune and cultivate at will • 

. --.-----~-~-~----
10a1'1 Fe Klinck, gens ed., L~.-ter_~-2.l{i!l_~~t 

~~ad~, revised edition; University of' Toronto Press, 1970. 

2Douglas Jones, B~t~J?P=-Rock; University of 
Toronto Press, 1970. 
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Frye cbose as the nodal concept of his thesis a 

particul8~ literary preoccupation which had been noted by 

many critics and commentatops befope him-ithe dichotomous 

Canadian landscape, a vast geographical entity within which 

centres of culture and civilization on the one hand, and 

'nature' and surrounding tracts of 'wilderness' on 

are psychologically ~('anged against each othJ. He argued 

that the complex of tensions between cuI ture and nature 

manifest in much Canadian ,"vri ting is the dramatisation of 

a garrison cuI ture and garrison -mentality confponting a 

hostile wilderness. 

Small and isolated communities surrOLt.l1ded with a 
pbys ical OI' psycbolog ical tl :fron tiel',II, se parated 
from one another and from tbeir American and 
Bri tish cultural sources: cOlTh'TIuni ties that -pro~ 
vide all that their members have in the way of 
distinctly human values, and that are compelled 
to feel a great respect for the l8~ and order 
that holds them together, yet confronted with a 
huge, un-thinking, menacing, and formidable phys
ical setting-~such communities are bound to-de
velop what we may proviSionally call a garrison 
mental i ty • • • A garrison is a closely knit 
and beleaguered society, and its moral and social 
values are unquestionable, In a perilous entel"
prise one does not discuss causes or motives: 
one is either a fighter or a deserter. 3 

This 'ga.rrison mentality' attempts to keep the surrounding 

wilderness a.t bay while holding it in fear a 

I have _ long been impressed in Canadian poetry by 
a tone of dee p terror in reg8.l'd to nature, a theme 

3Worthl'OP Frye, ItConclus ionn Literary History of -
CBE;.~sla, geu o ed 0 Cal'l F 9 Klinck (revise$d =e'dI":r'ioD.; Lil1'1Vepsi ty 
of Toronto Press, 1970), p. 830. 



to which we shall return. It is not a terror of' 
the dangers or discom~forts or even the mysteries 
of nature, but a terror of the soul at sometbing 
that these things manifest. The human mind has 
nothing but human and moral values to cling to if' 
it is to preserve its integrity or even its sanity, 
yet the vast unconsciousness of nature in fron'l; 
of' it seems an unanswerable denial of those values. 4 

3 

The members of the garrison society unite in their attempt 

to conquer, or at least shut out, nature's lawless threat 

to man's design for living, the design of social structures, 

laws, taboos and organizatj.ons, by which society operates. 

So, the garrison culture mobilizes its aptitude for erecting 

(one is tempted to say 'imposing' in this context) restrictive 

structures, prohibitions and defences, and puts into effect 

a 'fencing-out f strategy against natUI'e by, in Frye's \'lords, 

It conquerj.ng the landscape and imposing an alien and abstract 

pattern on it.n5 It is this patterned landscape that I 

will examine in Par·t I-~the geographic landscape, centres 

of civilisation and communication routes as well as prairies, 

forests, rivers, transfigured into a literary and metaphoric 

landscape, and the psychological~symbolic dichotomy embodied 

in an archetypal landscape which is both the impetus to and 

the end product of th is process of transfiguration. Finally, 

I will evolve a detailed interpretation of John Richardson's 

Y!.~22y.s~~ as a specific symbolic use of the archetypal landsca.pe. 

4Ibid. 
~.,.-



AN ARClnITYPAL LANDSCAPE 

There ls an archetypal landscape in Canadian fiction, 

a basic geographic pattern which appears in novel after 

novel, adapted by w1. ... i tel'S to their' particular concerns, like 

a myr iad of variations spun out from a central motif GO Per-

haps it is this recurrent image, and the themes which it 

amplifies, that give a focus and surprising consistency to 

so mucb of our prose literature. Our novelists and essayists 

frequently place atl!:he centre of their works a landscape 

composed of the elements of small, self-protective social 

organ ism (whether it be a fopt or clearing in the VIOOo.S, a 

small town or single house or isola ted man), linked to sim

ilar organisms (by waterway , pathway or railway), and 3m'

rounded by an alien, limitless and impinging wilderness (most 

typically forest, pl":i~"~~, o~ tundra)] These are the major 

elements of the landscape I want to discuss, with the supple ... 

'mental"Y patterns of 'edge', 'horizon' and !bridge' GO But it 

is impossible to reproduce here in full tbe method by wh ich 

one real izes the al"chetype, a long, slow inductive process 

involving detailed examination of a gl"ea t many novels and 

other prose wOl'k3.. So, the method will be tah:en for granted 

and space devoted to an examination of the functions of 

these landscape elements as they occur in VRl"ious works, and 

4 
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of the ir validity as archetypes. 

Th e k6.¥W-O.r..s,L to de s.SlillJL"jill.§.~~,het_il,t2al.,~J.,..anM~Cll~e-is."", 

!d.:tgh,Qj:~..QJUJC!,~, 1'01" the land has evolved in the imagination of 

many artists as a vast entity which houses antipatbetic' 

elements--self-contained clearings of civilization inscribed 

into an unexplored and vast wilderness. Two forces have 

vwrked on the land to effect the final pattern. One of these 

forces is natural and has designed the geography of our 

country-uthe geological thrust and rift of rock, the movem.ents 

of glaciers, the reshaping effects of wind, snow and rain; 

the other force is an imposition--man burrowing into the 

wilderness, claiming corners of the land for himself and 

superimposing pattel'l1S of civilization on the oI'iginal face 

of the land.. Why the patterns of man r s society should be 

an lmpositionon the land follows naturally fl'om an attitude' 

taken by him to the land. This attitude is symbolized in 

the landscape which, in Edv,rard McCourt's words, "combines 

a selection of existing physical features 'with others created 

to suit the author's particular intent».6 

Because man has burrowed into the land, depositing 

his encapsulated settlements along rivers and pathways, the 

wilderness appears to threaten to engulf him; mountains and 

forests rise on every side of the fort illld pioneer cabin, 

6Edward A. McCourt, rrhe Canadian vrest in Fiction 
(revised edition; Toronto: Ryer)sonPres:g;'19'76)~:108=:-
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while prairie and tundra, limitless to the human eye, encircle 

many small tovms and northern dwellings. Frye notes this 

psychological-physical phenomenon in "Conclusion": 

But Canada has, for all practical purposes, no 
A tlant ic seaboard. The traveller from hurope 
edges into it like a tiny Jonah entering an 
inconceivably large whale, slipping past the 
Straits of Belle Isle into the Gulf of St. Law
rence, 'where five Canadian provinces surround 
him, for the most part invisible. Then he goes 
up the St. Lawrence and the inhabited country 
comes into view, mainly a French-speaking country, 
with its own cultural tradition. To enter the 
United States is a matter of crossing an ocean; 
to enter Canada is a matter of bein, silently 
swallowed up by an alien continent. 

One gets something of thisBffect~ minus the claustrophohla 

j.mplied in Frye's descl"'iption, in the opening sections of 

B2.l!B..hJ-E~!E th~ l?ush and ~~A? of....2~d~, when 

the sl1 ips that carry the Strickland sisters from England 

become slowly absorbed into the wilderness. Here the expel"-' 

ience is a novel and mostly pleasurable one, but even the 

genial Mrs. Traill will later speak of her' years "buried in 

the solitude of the Canadian woods rt 
: (~, 21). And the 

recalcitrant Mrs. Moodie will cry with dismay at the sight 

. ·of her new borne, It a miserable hut at the bottom of a deep 

descent", plunged into a shoI't path cut tlJr> ough the woods 

"and surrounded on all sides by the dark foresttl (J1ITB, 68). 

At some point in ber narrative sbe refers to bel' clearing 

aslla tombu • One is reminded of Berenice Einbergfs ery from 
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her island dystopi-a, III thought I'd come into a world, but 

I'd come into a sarcophagus,t (~, 72). Similar' images in 

other works are not so despairing, though they catch the 

menace felt by those buried in the wilds: the scraggly 

communi ty of The D0u..ble Hook lives tucked tt in the folds of 

.'"\ 

8 

the hills lmder Coyote's eye"· (Q!!, 19); the English fort in 

~ is hemmed in by the dark encircling forest ru1d 1s 

encroached upon by ,hideous savages. The small prairie towns 

of Who .Has Seen the Wind and .!s For Jtie and M,Y ~~, crouching 

low to the land, almost hugging it and retreating fl"om 

pl"airie in upon themselves, are hung up lost in hnll1ensi ty. 

One remembers Roy Daniells' Winnipeg, lithe snow<abright city/ 

Set in the prail'ie distance without bound/ Profound and 

fathomless, encompassed round/ By the vJind-halmted country 

and wide winterlt (ttFarewell to Winnipegll
). In R!llph Connor's 

m..~, "the clearing in which the camp stood was hewn 

out of a dense pine forest that filled the valleylf around 

which ttthe mountains pose grandly on every side" (~fu, 10), 

a locale similar to that in The .Moun~.?~~nd the Val~ey, or 

to the "deep-bosomed landll of Tpe" F<2,~ tJ:1!3. E..oxes~ protected 

by the Great Cape of Blomidon (f!, 11). 

The garrison communi ty is not only hemmed in, it is 

exposed to the forces of natul'e. Luzina's house on Little 

Water Hen island is "bal'e to the four winds of heavent~; the 

wind thrusts at the door Bl1d coyotes howl not veI'y far from 



where she sits in her living room. 

The Touslgnant dwelling, with its thick walls, its 
s'quat length, its small windows near the ground, 
was the fjr st house the northwest gale encountered 
on its journey from the North Polee The gale be
laboured it furiously, as though there were some 
absolute need to make an example of this spearhead 
of man's encroachment which, were the wind to leave 
it alone, would tomOl"row find l"einforcement, stul"dier 
means of resisl:;ance. (WNWli, 93) 

9 

This theme of nature's revenge on the garrison is a continuous 

theme. The weapons used against the garrison are significantly 

guile and cunning: the Coyote "VIho made the land his pastime" 

and whose ever looming presence in Jhe_ Doub,le H~o]~ as the 

cosmic joker i.nstils fear in the community wh lIe it makes a 

mockery of fmy human effort; lNacousta and bis Indians who 

batter away at the English fortress through surprise attacks 

and breathlessly audacious displays of deceit and cunning, 

as llL the lacrosse plot or the flagstaff episode; the sneak 

attacks by wolves and panther on Kirstie Cx>aig's ~abin in 

the heart of an ancient wood. More often the weakness of 

the defense is exposed by the use of brute force=-the elemental 

storms of Over Prairie Trails, The Double Hook, Who Has Seen 
_~~~_. _=.a..~ ~~~~~.,. ~~_,.~~ 

th:~ Wind and !);.S ForT\~e and M'y~e. The oppression that 

hangs like a numbing weight in'the atmosphere of Horizon and 

in the minds of its to\vnspeople, and threatens to crack the 

cool fa~ade of false fronts, finds causes and analogues in 

the oppressive beat, choking dust storms and uill1erving still-

ness visited upon them," In Mitcbell's novel, Bent Candy has 
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his new barn levelled for daring to oppose S;aint Sanuny, 

nature's mad visionary. Infrequently the garrison is crushed 

in this way; more often it turns a brave front to the assault 

of the seasons, and shows few casualties (HA~, 19). 

Besides being hemmed in by the wilderness and exposed 

to the elements, the garrison is dwarfed by the surrounding 

land. Luzina's island exists in a cOllltry Itremote in its 

meloncholy region of lakes and wild waterfowl, an unlllhabited 

wilderness of moving grass, wind and skimpy fir trees, spread

ing northward to infini tyU (v\fNW,g, viii). And northwards from 

this are lithe region's uttermost habitations, just at the 

edge of the everlasting tundl~an (Yfli\VH, 31). The effect of 

thls in Luzina's mind is to vi.sualize her family huddled 

togethSl", ft, one minu·te spot against the widest and most deserted 

of the world's horizons lt (WNViH 17). The Saskatchewan prairie -' 
of Ross f s and Mitchell's wOl"lds stretches t-an to the far 

line of the sky and houses a' silence that stretches nfrom 

everlasting to everlasting1t C:!!Ji,!C:;W, 247). The towns themselves 

are mere spots hung up lost in ilmnensitYII From the plane 

flying higb above the nOI'thlm"ld, AgagukT s hut is Ila tiny 

excrescence on the tundra, like a mole hillu (.ful, 8) • 

• • " where Agaguk lived it was not yet; the Arctic, 
ffild it was not the forest either. It was beyond 
the tree line, beyond the Laurentian shield, on the 
infinite tundra, land of changelessness. (As., 10) 

The immensity of the land, Nature's unpredictable shifts 

of mood, her impingement on man!s dwelling--all contribute 
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to man's sense of being lost and vulnerable in an alien 

landscape. So, man retaliates by tightening h:1s control over 

himself and the piece of land be has filched from nature, 

and by setting up a chain of garrison command to surround 

the wilderness. 

In most novels, particularly early novels like The 

Mar~...EE.~~ and the works of Mrs. Nioodie and Grove, 

the forces which throw people together and cause them to 

erect barriers around the community and ul thllately around 

themselves are not merely the forces of social cohesion--

ethnic, cultural, religious links with the old w·orld, the 

common heritage of settlers which can be used to forge com-

munity bonds in a frontier society. The ultimate bond· which 

binds evepy community is that forged in defence as a protection 

agains.; the external forces of nature. Yves The'l"iaul t, the 
, 

Quebec novelist; bas said in interview, 

I am interested in people who struggle to survive. 
Having lived for many years in the Canadian wilder
nes s, having myself exp erienced harrowL.'1.g povept-y, 
I believe I understand the human condition wgen it 
is driven by bitter geography into a corner. 

~ I 
. A garrison community is man driven by bitter geography into 

I( 

a cor'ner and locked in upon himself s Within the r charmed 

c ircl e r of the garrison rages the s tl'uggle of a tightly knl t 

group to fOl"m a C0i11."'TIuni ty in the wilderness 1 It to preserve 

its identity, its customs, and the praGtlse of its intense 

8yves Th~')iault, !tm~ (March 29, 1971), p. 8. 
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and narrow beliefs vvhen under pressure from indifferent or 

hostile outs ide forees ll
, 9 which forces may be other soc ial 

groups or an impingiue and seemingly malevolen t Nature. As 

Frye" Jones" McCourt and others have pain ted out, this is 

a basic and universal plot conflict. The first act of man's 

l'"'etaliation is to establish well defined boundaries to his 

existence, to inscribe into the landscape a 'charmed circle' 

within vn1icb he feels protected from malevolent powers. 

Ra.nparts (Wacousta), fences (The Double Hook), walls of a 
-.,.....~-~ ~~~~~-

of a forest around a clearing <'~a.EJ?._£f_~t~.Ape.1_en~ Vl.9.«?9..), 

or mer'ely the cone ept of 'edge f (~1l~T:!~~.£...1~!.~_~1n~) all 

111al'k off r garrison' from 'wilderness'. They ro"'e symbolic 

of the limitations of the garrison's horizons as opposed to 

the seeming infinity of wilderness; they stru1d for the gar~ 

1"'1son f S taboos and prejudice s , its narrow systems of be lief, 

conduct and social stx->ueture. All garx'isons are like MaggIe 

Lloyd r s cabin in the moun tains, It a safe small world enclos lng 

her" (S.wA, 32). In Ralph Connor's Black Rock, the self-
~--

professed It personal libertyU of bush-men like Idaho Jack and 

Slavin :ts viewed by the community fOl' what it is, a senseless 

and destructive renegade approach to life--the Vlorst aspee-Gs 

of Waeousta devoid of the glory of his energy and imagination. 

When the members of such cormnuni ties as Black Rock or Elgin 

~----.----
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or HOI'izon define strict bOlmdaries to tbeir values and 

systems of belief, they are creating· defense mechanisms 

against those subversive, chaotic fopces they recognize in 

man and which, in their response to the land, they place 

symbolically in the unexplored wilderness. One of these 

defense mecha...l1isms that Mr. Craig's logging cOlmnunity esta

blishes for itself is the creation of a total abstinence 

League, opposed by Idaho m~d Slavin, whose end is certain 

social, religious and economic controls over individuals and 

the c011l.lJ1unity at large. Its major sff'ect is the rise of 

intolel"ance in the village. Idaho Jack, as much as we may 

dislike what he stands for, makes a nice polnt about Itthe 

new public opinion in f'avour of respectability created" by 

the league" (~J. 9 ~., 135): 

• 0 • the whole tovm was going to unmentionable 
depths of propriety. The organization of the 
league was regarded by (Idaho) and by many othel's 
as a sad retrograde towaI'ds tbe bondage of' the 
ancient and dyi...ng East •• 0 He was shocked and 
disgusted when he discovered that a f gun.' was 
decreed by British law to be an unnecessary 
adornment of'· a card table ...... (and of' tbe fact 
of) Policeman Jackson, her Majesty' s repl"'esent~ 
ative in the Black Rock district. (m:..!E...~, 135f') 

Exactly this kind of rigidity and bondage to Europe, and tbe 

hatred; suspicion end intolerance they effect are the causes 

for' the buman tragedy tba t occurs halfway through the novel: 

the first half of Bla~o~~ is virtually a casebook in how 

to form a frontiel" garrison society. In the second part, 

where G·raeme and Cr>aig speculate on the reasons for tbe break-
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up of' Black Rock, Connor moves in to a gentler, less evang·· 

alica1 vision of the relationship between society and nature. 

Graeme, like Mrs. Moodie" is an incipient misfit figure who 

is outgrowing the garrison vis ion when the novel ends. As 

he slowly discovers the beauty and potency of' his own imag

ination, Graemets response to the land is an awakening to 

nature, endowing it with imaginative qualities, but stopping 

short of viewing it as a metaphoI' for human experience. He 

longs to pierce the garrison walls . and roam in the wilderness. 

This is a problem I will discuss in later sections. 

When garrison man has laid claim to a section of the 

1and-",fstak:lng off one's horizons' is the way Gpove puts it 

COP,!, 51) ,--he attempts to impose order within the confines 

he has sectioned off. Gabrielle Roy illustrates this process 

in ~~.)~~t~ ~the~.......;Tf~'!o One of the schoolteachers 

that comes to Luz ina r s island wilderness is the loyalist Miss 

Of Rorl{e who experiences annoyance or discomforJIj in every 

aspect of nature. In one incident she has an mlglish flag 

raised to fly over the clearing. UBeyond questiontt, muses 

Luzina, n it would help to define an area which otherwise 

might have passed for unexplored" (W·~t?"..I.!, 64). Along with 

the British flag go Bri tish cus toms and a tyra.nny that is 

barely kept in check by the Tousignants. Luzina herself' has 

anced to order, but she finds an outlet by telling herself 

stories "for the pleasure of resolving thOBl at the end and 
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of seeing everyth ing rightly ordered in hex' heart'· (~, 49). 

In this respect she is an artist and should be considered 

wi th Grove, David Canaan and the Ben tleys rather than Mis s 

OIRorke. The attempt to impose rigid order on nature which 

is included in the attempt to order and control the land won 

over from the wilderness is a misplaced use of order. Sym-

bolically it is, of course, an attempt to resist or suppress 

man's natural tendencies to imagination, passion or even 

chaos, where these forces might better be harnassed and 

explored. It is in this sense that the patterns of ~~~~ 

society are an imposition on the landscape. Agaguk is pun-

ished by nature for attempting to transcend and encompass 

the elements. 

liThe wind", he cried. nIt is stronger tha...'1. I am. 
Nothing must be stronger than I am. 1t 

He repeated it, his body trembling. 
It You hear me?' Nothing lIt 

This defiance of nature has a nice contrast in a passage 

from A~or }ie~_1:tY_l!0q~: 

The wind was too strong fox' Phil ip or the cho.ir, 
but Judith scaled it when she sang alone agaj.n 
before the closing hymn. 

The rest of us, I think, were vaguely and secretly 
a little afraid. The strum and whimper were wear
ing on our nerves. But Judith seemed to respond 
to it, to ride up with it, feel'it the way a singer 
feels and orchestra~ (~~, 38) 

Judith has bypassed the need to regulate or to impose; like 

Luzina's storytelling, her singing is an art which expresses 

her gentlene ss, imagination and freedom of soul, and wh ieh 
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discovers a harmony between herself ill1d the natural force 

of wind. 

Tbe debate between tbe compulsion to order and the 

need to harmonize finds one of its most powerful and intricate 

expressions in Canadian letters in RtJean Ducharme f s The 

S.wallower Swallovved. Berenice Einberg is pulled two ways: 

Tbis is what I have to do to be free: swallow 
everything, spread out over everything, engulf 
everything, impose my rule on everything, from 
the stone of ever:Jpeach to the centre of the 
ero~tb itself. . (~, 134) 

I'm up on a mound and there I stay, watching, 
¥lai ting. . Waiting for the ring ing of the leaves 
and the warmth of the wind to take full possession 
of me. Waiting to be completely dissolved in 
the wind and the leaves. (§.Q" 15) 

Berenice ultimately dec ide s that this second eXperi611Ce 

('barmony with nature') is merely 'being controlled', 'being 

swallowed', losing all self identity, md she sets out to 

swallow everyth:i.ng before it swallows ber. A major reason . } 

suggested by Ducharme1 why she views 'harloony' as 'being 

controlled' is hel'" inability to pierce behind the work-a··day 

reality and perceive another reality living behind it. ~be 

is surrounded by people with an ability to transform exper·· 

ience tlH'ough imagination: Constance Cblour can make Mac

Leish's poetry t·taste like maple syrup or barley sugartt 

whicb same poems leave a s our smell and sick fee].5.ng wben 

Berenice reads them herself (33., 126); Decamel envisions a 

submerged city in her drink of brandy where Berenice sees 
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only the bottom of the glass (.e§., 91); Christian reveal s 

things through his love and when she· is with him Berenice 

vicariously experiences what radiates behind the surfaces 

17 

(SS, 27f.). Her cry halfway through the novel might stand 

for that of many figures in the novels we have been looking 

at--for Luzina Tousignant, for Agaguk, for Brian O'Connal 

and David Canaan and Mrs. Bentley, for Maggie Lloyd, for 

Grove: 

if imagination and will are applied to the appear
ances of life, it's possible for thought to become 
ecstatic, intoxicating. And this possibility is 
marvellously fertile, various and rich: it offers 
a thousand solutions to loneliness and fear. 

(§., 127) 

This is the lrllowledge on which Berenice cannot aci.~; she is 

too tightly ·ensconced in Einbergfs control, in the tyrCl,\lny 

of order and patriarchal concerns. 

Einberg exercises tyrannical control over Bel"enice 

in the way that most patriarchal figures place themselves 

in the leadership of their garrison and exert control over 

it. John Elliott·, of Grove r s 2.v..r: P~2:x~, steers through 

life with a Il s ingle purposeu that " co - ordinated all thIngs 

for him". He does not know that life cannot be explained 

by or confined to a system of scientific co-ordinates. His 

cbildren rebel against him, as James rebels against the 

de spotism of old lady Potter, she who would fish It if the 

reeds had dried up and the banks folded and crumbled do·wnlt
• 
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If God had come into the valley, come holding out 
the long finger of salvation, moaning in the dark~ 
ness, thundering down the gap at the lakehead, 
skiImning acros s the water, drying -up the blue 
signature like blotting-paper, asking Vlhere, asking 
why, defying an answer, she would have thrown her 
line against the rebuke. (Qg, 20) 

This kind of coolness and persistent defiance of forces 

antagonistic to the garrison is a characteristic of the 

English commander, Colonel de Haldimar, It all coldness, 

prudence, obsequiousness and forethoughtl~ (y;;.~, 250); of 
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the despicably complacent and self-important Edward Vardoe 

(SwaEJ? An£eJJ; of the formidable Miss orRorke (W~~!~e N~st~ 

~!?-ter_~), l'frs. Abercrombie (~ __ ~~~0~._yVi.n.d), 

Mrs. Finley C{\3~S?~~~il H~), the self-righteous 

women who run things, I!austere, beyond reproach, a little 

grim vii th the responsibilities of self-asSUJ11ed leadership~

inevi table as broken sidewalks and ricke ty false fronts U 

(AIvll'!IH ). All of these attempt an iron rule over their 
~-' 

communi ty or household o Vlild Geese combj_nes the controlling 

forces of nature and those of the family. At the centre 

stands Caleb Gare, limited and morose, the harsh, tyrormical 

patriarchal earth-figu11 e , attempting to con t-.col his family 

as he o.ontrols his land, one mm1 personifying the garrison 

mentality against which the next generation struggles for 

freedom. 

One of the con troIs invented by the garrison and 

superlmposed on the natural landscape is the t pa thwayl • 
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ffhis is the garrison sensibility at its most vulnerable, 

stretched thin across the wilderness~ exposed to the elements. 

Grove is vulnerable on the road in Over Pr~~~ai;~, 

young Dave on the forest trail jn ~~ar.t of t,he Ancie:nt~ W'ood, 

Captain de Haldimar and Valletort on the trails and river 

in ~~~. In these novels, storms, wild animals and 

Indians are the respective forces of nature that attack the 

pathways just as they attack the garrison itself. Agajn, 

nature appears to be revenging itself on man's imposition. 

A COlmnen t by Capt. Erskine illuminates the reason for th is: 

• 0 • more than once in the course of our progres5 
through the wilderness did I wish myself at head= 
quarters with my company. Never shall I forget 
the proud and deteX'mined expression of' Pontiac's 
countenance when he told (Major) Rogers in his 
figuX'ative language, 'he stood in the path in 
which he travelled'. (~o, 109) 

Pontiac, as a representative of natuX'e, finds his movement; 

inhibited by the English garrison. A similar image occurs 

in ~~~jp' J!~~E~?.r!3Et, but bere Marc, an ally of' nature 

with his woodcraf~, finds himself !tan obstacle in (the) path" 

/ 
of the Black Abbe, vvho re presents treacherous garrison f011ces-

(E!, 21). The path is also a metaphol~ for the 'limj.ted' 

aspec t of the garrison~-the straight andnarI'ow way, ·the 

paths of righteousness 0 One recalls Ed'Nard Vardoe "who walked 

wi th _12r.i.E: quick steps along the sbabby sidewalku (~_~, 25); 

the soldiers of Fort Detroit in IItheir limited wall{, crossing 

each other at regUlar inter'Jals lt (~, 4); the "narrow cir

cuit wh ich Hi.randa was allowed to tl"e adu (~., 93). 
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Garrison man keeps to the paths; iconoclasts do not. 

Iconoclasts look to the hOI~izon, are· imaginatively touched 

by the beauty, or the strength, or the mystery of what they 

see, and wander off into the wilderness. In the last line 

of Who Has See~t?e Wind, Brian O'COlmal is staring Uout and 

out to the far line of tbe skylt, searching for the feeling 

of culmination and completion tbat invigorates bim. In a 

moment of clea~-light at tbe end of Morley Callaghan's ~~ 

1s,l!Y B~, Father Dowling realizes a peace within him

self, a steadfast love, as he watches "the calm, eternal 

water swelling darkly against the one streak of light, the 

cold night ligbt on the skyline". Mrs. Bentley, staring . 

out to where the sun \vent dovm and to some clouds which had 

been lost in tbe daylight "come out on the sky in bright 

little flecks of red and gold like the incredible clouds 

young artists someti:::-:1es paint, dreams of escape fX'om false 

fronts, and oppressed imagination in the daily routine of 

doing, living't (~, 23). Finally, one might cite Agaguk's 

exper ien c e • 

On the westel~n horizon be could see the gold band 
of the midnight sun, the eternal 1 igbt. (A£, 8). 

I).~ ., on the western horizon where lies the long 
golden ribbon that never vanishes entirely and 
that bathes the tundra in a phantasmagoric half-
light. (!::,£, 25) 

Agaguk follows the vision into the desolate tundra an.d 

emerges II so gentle, so good, so generous lt , endov'led with "new 
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found happine ss, of sudden and tremendous j oylt (229), yet 

aw~re of the highly paradoxical nature of freedom. 

The scheme of interconnected garrisons is like a 

great web thrown over the landscape by man: a chain of 

fm>ts along the waterways, backwoods cOlllxnuni ties linked by 

trails, small to'wns bound together by a network of railways. 

EdW8,rd McCourt describes them as II settlements clinging like 

ugly nodules along the stem which nourishes them. ulO Rivers, 

highways and railroads qre means of transportation and 

c01mlmnication for isolated communities or houses. Often, 

like the river in Vracousta or the trail in Heart of tihe 

Ancient Wood, they are essen'cial to the survival of the __ ~_~."'~_-;'.~ ........ ~~:.rc_~ 
garrison chain. More significantly in the culture-nature 

struggle, the entire garrison complex seemS intent to 

surround and con tain the \"lilderness: 

NoVi there are pre-words, 
Cabin syllables, 
Nouns of se ttlemen ts 
Slowly forming:1 with steel s-yntax, 
The long sentence of its exploitation. 

(F. R. S.cott, I?Laurentian Shieldtt ) 

nWhy did (the Saganaw) take our hun'Ging gl"olJnd from us ,1ft 

Pontiac asks Colonel de Haldirnar. nWhy have they strong 

places encirclj.ng the country of the Indians like a belt of 

wampum round the waist of a warrior?tl (y,{ac:1 118). Colonel 

de Haldimar's reply is an evasion of the question e Mythically, 

~~-----~~-- ---.---



the answer is--!tmerely another gambit in the garrions's 

attempt to impose inappropriate order on natureu • 

Before ending this discussion of the garrison and 
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the landscape patterns it evolves, one might consider a 

passage from Sara Jeannette Duncan's Th~Jmpel>i~-.J.st which 

pulls together a number of these themes and images. rrhe 

debate is between Hugh Finlay, representing garrison man in 

this passage, and Advena Murchison. Both characters imagine 

Canada to be freed Itfrom old habi ts, inher i ted problems ft , to 

be n in a fresh start • •• on the straight road as a nation, 

in most respects tl
, Vii thout "any picturesque old prescl>ibed 

lanes to traveltt Clm£!., 110). This shift of image from Hold 

prescribed lanes lt to "straight roadlt is nicely ironiC; - Canada, 

like Elgin, has not broken the garrison mold; there are still 

prescribed paths to be defined and followed which have their' 

roots in European tradition. This is garrison Elgin, commented 

on by Duncan from -the point of view of church-going: 

It was tbe normal th ing, the thing which formed 
the backbone of life, sustaining to the serious, 
impressive to the light, indispensible to the 
rest, and the thing that was more than any of 
these, which you can only l{now when you stand in 
the churcbes among the. congregations. Within 
its prescribed limitations, it was for many the 
intellectual exercise, for more the emotional 
lift, and f'ol-' all the unfailing distraction of 
the week. The repressed magnetic excitement in 
gatherings of famil iar faces, fellow be ings bound 
by the same convention to the sane Id.nd of behav
ior, is precious in communities where the bur1aJ.1 

interest is still thin and sparse. CIrn:e.~,) 

At the level of vlill and consc ious effort) Hugh Finl ay" s 
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vision is "only political, economic, material lt
, only for 

the prescl"ibed linlitations and binding conventions. When 

he points out the advantages of the Canadian environment to 

Advena, he says, "You might put down space--elbow room". 

Again, the ironic implications of the image Hugh chooses 

reveal his 'garrison' concerns. In a great unexplored 

continent, :in a 'limitless wilderness', Hugh's conception 

of 'space' is 'elbow room' -~confined and defined space-

Elgin locked in upon itself and remaining at the level of 

political, econom:i.c, rllaterial concerns. As Hugh himself 

admits, he sees "the obvious thingsit , while Advena seems 

It to have an eye for the subtle" C!lil12.., 109). \11hen Hugb 

men tions It elbow~roomtT, Advena replies that it is If an empty 

horizon". I have already discussed the implica-tj.ons of 

'edge' and 'horizon'. 'Space' means 'horizon' to Advena, 

as it does to those questors who fix their eyes on the horizon 

and include the wilderness in their vision. Advena, like 

these questor figures, argues the importance of creative 

imagination. Her "eye for the subtle" is lUee Philip Bentley's 

ability to pierce the work-a-day reality, to scale it off 

al1.d see another .reality bidden bebind it (~,~lk. 101). She 

admits the necessary role played by Hugh's vision, but 8,rgues 

that those who limit themselves to such a vision " C a:.f'1't 

conceive-~the flowers~"'that will come out of all that tt (192.-

110). Hugh has resisted, though not rejected, the flmvers-·· 



the pull of nature and creative imagination: 

he looked out upon the lavm, white wber'e the chest
nut blossoms were dropping, and his eyes were just 
wistful enough to st ir hel" adoration • • • Finlay 
wi thdrew his glance abruptly from the falling blos
soms as if they had tempted him to an expansion he 
could not justify. (l:~., 109) 

I have overstated the view of Finlay as garrison man; his 

vision does, after all, include the efrects of wilderness 
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tbough he pesists an imaginative response to nature as tbe 

'blossoms' passage sbows: 

I sometimes thinl{ tbat the buman spirit, as it is 
set free in these wild unblemished spaces, may be 
something mope pure and sensitive, more s:i.ncerely 
curious about what is good and beautiful-- <._ 

(~. 111) 

Thls selectlon from Tl~ . .rl1!l2..er.~~li,s;~ has been en illustration 

of several landscape images at work in a novel; Miss Duncan 

has brought together wilderness expanse, confined garrison 

space, pathways and horizon in a syndrome of images that 

defines and illustrates a basic human debate. It might be 

useful to examine in detail a specific version of the arch-

otypal landscape-hin John Richardson' s ~9~. 



S.Y7'VlBOLIC AND ALLEGORICAL ASPECTS IN WACQQ.S~ 

Wacousta. is not, I think, a work which naturally 

opens itself up to complete symbol:tc interpretation, simply 

because there are not any continual and consistent s~nbolic 

patterns which give the work any meaning other than the one 

supplied by the action of the story and the characters involved 

in that action. As a general statement, this does not mean 

that a non-symbolic piece of fiction is, ip ~to, n shallowtt; 

that would be to malign those writers like Samuel Richardson 

and Jane Austen whose pel"ceptions of human behavior fun.ction 

mainly on a non-symbolic level, and who are yet read with 

interest. Although theI'e does not appear to be a consistent, 

integral symbolic. pattern, there are isolated symbols and 

fragments of patterns tha t intermittently bob above the sur-

face of the plot, like so many archetypes anxious to coalesce 

and form a coheren"t symbolic structure. One of these is a 

particular form of the archetypal landscape, almost allegorical 

in design. 

Richardson plots out his landscape well, a landscape 

based on a real frontier garrison soc ie ty but transformed into 

a metaphoric landscape~ In her poem IIPere Lal emant II , Marjorie 

Pickthall has this image of the frontier mission society: 

sto Ignace and St. Louis, little beads 
On the rosary of God. 

25 
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That is basically an image for the structure of Canadian 

garrison society in the second half of the eighteenth century, 

the period in which the action of ~us~ occur's. The Eng

lish forts are isolated and exclusive cleal"ings of Old World 

soc iety strung out along the Canadian waterways, and forced 

to contend with the ir alien New WOI'ld environment and hostile 

neighbours, for outside of these clearip~s, and surrounding 

them, is the great dark fOI'est shielding the Ul1certa:ll1. move-

ments of an enemy. 'rhe fort is assailed on every side by a 

powerful and vindictive foe who, by the seeming conspiracy 

of nature, is hidden in the semicircular sweep of wild forest 

which ci:t~cumvents the fort. The situation of rHchilimachinac 

is similru~ to that of Detroit: 

Even the two Indian villages, lrAI'bl~e,~Croche and 
Chabouiga", situate about a mile from the fort, 
with which they formed nearly an equilateral tri
angle, wer'e hid from the view of the garrison by 
the dark dense forest in the heart of which they 
wel'e embedded I> 0 co The forest, in a word, formed, 
as it were, the gloomy and impenetrable walls of 
the prisonhouse, and the bright lake which lay be
fore :i_ t the only portal through which hap piness 
and libertJr could be again secured. (PP. 158-59) 

In Chaptex' I we aI'e told that l~in the diJ:'ection of the cormnon 

the night was clear and starry, yet the dark shadow of the 

broad belot of forest threw all that part of the waste which 

came wi thin its in1111ed:tate rangl3 into impenetrable obsGUI'i-tyu. 

These, it seems to me, are central and controlling images •. 

Canada t s lakes and rlvers ru"'e the lifeline of the English 

forts=~a source of supplies and corm-mmication, an escape 
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route, a s~nbol of hope and potential triumph over the Indian 

foe. Fo~ the European settlers in these early days Canada 

was almost literally a waterway, as she was a railway later 

in the nineteenth century. Throughout the novel the waters 

are conceived of in terms of light--ttthe bright lakelt (159), 

u a sea of pale and liquid goldtr (170), nthe sparkling waters 

of the ste Cla:tre". (In the early sections of the novel, it 

might be noted, light is mentioned as coming from heaven: 

"It was autumn when the gold light of heaven seems as if 

transmitted through a veil of tissueU 0) When Capt. de Hald-

imar overhears the Indian lacrosse plot, Richardson provides 

this description of his psychological state. 

In the midst of the confused and distracted images 
that now crowded on his brain came at length one 
thought~ redolent with the brightest colourings of 
hope, .. .. .. (pe 151) 

This one thought is to frustrate the massacre of Forts Detroit 

and Michllimackinac. He will use the treacherous river of 

hope to accompl ish this.. rrhe consistency of the bright 

water image is juxtaposed with the dal~k forest--tfithe dark 

dense forest' t , lithe forest fox'med the gloomy and impenetrable 

walls of the prise-.n house ll (159), "the skirts of the forest 

presented a gloomy aspectll, "the wild, dal"k and th ickly wooded 

ravines 80 conlrflon 5.n American (82), lfIin the direction of 

the thick woods all was impenetrable gloom" (94). The for t 

ls more secure in light, while Wacousta :ts mOl"e efi'ectlve 

in the dark. 
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For the Old World English, where light falls there 

is an eclairissement; what it touches ls made visible and .. - ..... - ...- ""--

known and f'amiliar. It touches the garrison, the river, 

the COllr.10nS and the wall of the forest, but never penetrates 

the f'orest itself. 

Gradually the mists that had fallen during the 
latter hou.t's of the night began to ascend fr>om 
the C01mnon and disperse themselves in air, 
conveying. the appearance of a 1">011ing sheet of 
paper retiring back upon itself' and disclos:i.ng 
objects in succession, until the eye could 
embrace all that came wi th:in its extent of 
vision. (p .. 26) 

And conve1"sely, dax'knes s harbours the enemy, Vfac ous ta and 

his Indians, uncerte.in and unknown. As we learn that the 

young de Haldimars are beautiful and fair and blue ~4eyed, and 

that Cla1~a is like an angel, we are shovm the Indians as "a 

hundred dal'k and hideous s~vagestt who, of course, :i.nhabi t 

the wild, dark and gloomy forest. While this dichotomy may 

be ag'e old and facile in essence, it is not simpleminded 01" 

functionless in this' novel. A. lot of the tens ion in reading 

Y!>~t~ a1"iseS from the psychological tension within the 

English char'acters and the garrison society, a tension gen-

erated by their position in the light·~dark landscape, and 

which might be called the nucleus of' garrison sensibility: 

the period was so fearful an.d pregnant w:t-th events 
of danger, the fort be lug as sailed on ever"y side 
by a powerful and vindictive foe, that a caution 
and vigilance of no COlYJ..11lon kind VJers unceasingly 
eXB~cised by the prudent governor for the safety 
of tbose commi tted to h is charge; a ~ .. and as 
it often happened in Canada during this interesting 



period that a single regiment was distributed 
into two or three fortresses, each so far re
moved from the other that communication could 
with the utmost facj.lity be cut off:, the anxiety 
and uncertainty of these detachments became 
propOl'tioned to the danger with \'1h ieb they 
knew themselves to be more immediately beset. 

(p 0 1) 
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The reader, like the inhabitants of Fort Detroit, is surprised 

by the sudden attack s and the uncer·tain movements of the 

Indians and, if he enters into the spirit of Richardson's 

aesthetic game, may find himself just as keyed-up and vigilant 

as Colonel de Haldimar and Sir Everard Valle tort. The wild-

ernBss constantly threatens to encroach on and surround the 

garpison, like Great Birnam wood come unto DUl1sinane. 

The psychological mechanics of ~~ are closely 

allied to the symbolic landscape. Consider the function of 

disguise in the novel. Capts.in de Haldimar and Sir Everard 

disguise themselves when they venture into the 1'orest; Wacousta 

effects entrance to Fort Detroit under the guise of night. 

A person disguises himself 1'or protection when he is passing 

jn to an alien and therefore dangerous part- of the landscape. 

Such disguises provide suspense and provoke tension in both 

the 1'ictionaJ. characters and the reader. 

The Indians in ~_ta are most consistently descrlbed 

a.s devils~-"dark and hideous savages" (32), Uthe yelling 

1'iendst~ (175), nthe whooping hell flends" (230), ~~and their 

war cry s imi1a.l->ly--tl the ir infernal yellsU (25), U a legion of 

devilish voices" (132), "devilish war cry" (1?5). This lexis 
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is also central to the descriptions of Wacousta~-Itthe black 

warrior tf (135), "the dark and ferocious warr~orn (154), tthis 

complexion a dusky hue, quick black penetrating eyes, coarse 

sh ining black hail~u.. "Blacktl and It darktt, descriptive terms 

whic:h have been applied to the menacing forest, are brought 

together with the "Indian as demon lt image in a significant 

passage on Wacousta: 

Conspicuous at the head of these was he who wore 
the blanket-~a tall warriol' on whom rested the 
startled eye of every officer and soldier who 
was so situated as to behold him. His face was 
painted black as death, and as he stood under 
the arch of the gateway, with his white turbaned 
head tOYlering far above those of his compa.nions, 
this formidable and mysterious enemy might have 
been likened to the spirit of darkness presiding 
over his terribl'e legions. (p. 134) 

Wacousta is a black, demonic, passionate warrior who rides 

out of a dark and menacing forest to visit vengeance on his 

enemy Colonel de Haldimar, the cold, logical, controlled man 

of the Old WOI'ld, progenitor of fair children and guardian 

of the river of light" Ferb aps that is the symbolic action 

of the story. It is certainly suggested in the epigraph 

that Richardson chose to preface the original edition.: 

Vengeance is still alive; from hel' dark covert, 
Vdth all her snakes erect upon her breasij, 
She stalks in view, and fires me with bel' charms. 

Colonel de Haldimar, as cormna.nder of the fort, is certainly 

the representative of the garrison sensibility, a primitive 

version of the limiting, morose and tyrannical father (like 

Caleb Gare) who attempts to imoose control on his family and 
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on his piece of land. This defined and boxed-in piece of 

land began as a symbol of Old World survival in North America 

--the Engl ish fopt and Mr s. Moodie's clearing in the woods 

being the prototypes. 

Richardson's symbolic chiaroscuro is not a simple 

psychomachia--the dark forces of evil at war with the forces 

of light and goodness. Because of de Haldimar's treachery 

in Scotland, "lNacousta, in moving to the new 'l:Jorld, has undel"'-

gone a metamorphosis. He who was a careless, impetuous 

youth ranging in the sunlit Scottish highlands has forsaken 

the light when de Haldimar, the ally of light, has proven 

specious and hypocritical. The Old World described to Clara 

by Wacousta in the Scotland chapters is in many ways the 

antithesis of new world wilderness and hostilities. Wacoustats 

memories of the highlands and of his relationship with Clara 

Beverley picture an idyllic, pastoral world of peace and 

romance suddenly broken by the treachery of betrayed loyalties. 

Vlhel'e the Old World was ultimately one of disillusionment 

and remorse, the New World is one of cunning and revenge. , . 

Because Wacousta is so strongly identified with the wilderness 

and is pictured as tla child of nature!~, his revenge implies 

more than a personal vendetta. If Wacousta is to be identiified 

with vengeful nature, he is certainly a Heathcliffean figure, 

the dark, demonic and paSSLonate side of nature raging down 

from the forest to extinguish the light (a false light?) by 

encompassing and possessing it. 
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Vtacousta, in transfigux'ing himself for tbe New World, 

has retained the glory and splendour of his former enthusiasm, 

independance and power, but has coupled it with the darkness 

of revenge and murder, has become a figure both of glory and 

of fear to the English in the fOl't ~ (l'Vengeance • • .. from 

her dark covert 0 • • fires me with her charms. If) 

In their attempt to preserve some old world customs 

and values, these English have been forced to erect barriers 

around themselves and their cor:nnunity. A garrison community 

is formed as a protection against the external forces of 

nature, personified in the savage Indians led by Wacousta. 

From this frontier society evolves a garrison mentality which 

will linger long after the frontier has itself disappeared, 

a mentality that believes in the encroachment of hostile 

environmental forces upon the bulwark of civilisation·· ... whether 

that civilisation be centred in the fort, or clearing in the 

woods, in prairie to~n, or house, or an isolated man in the 

wilderness. And while the escape route for this garrison 

mental i ty is the waterway J as fop the later prairie novels 
i 

it is the l'ailway, these are escapes only to another garrison, 

never into a confrontation and "showdown' with nature. 

One might elaborate this by examining more closely 

the character of the English commander. The nature of the 

garrison in its most rigol ::ms aspect is the nature of its 

cormnander', Colonel de Haldimar. The self-protectiveness, 
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caution and vigilance of the English fort, which are repeat-

edly stressed, issue from. the colonel; an ordered, structured, 
. 

self-contained life of routine and discipline charac·teris6S 

the military garrison. A passage in Chapter I describes the 

men in If their limited walk, crossing each other at regular 

intervals lt (~, 4). The Old World cul ture, transplanted 

to a New Vlorld wildernes s and imposed upon the landscape, 

must circumscribe its existence, limit its horizons and its 

development, with the result that strict discipline and rigid 

adherence to tradition inscribe a circumference to belief, 

to tolerance, to creativity and intellectual development. 

The EnGlish fort, a precious drop of English life beside 

the great St. Clair River, one in the c11ain of English· culture 

along the Great Lakes system, must be preserved from whatever 

barbarism and chaos exist in the dark forest. This duty 

devolves upon the Colonel, and his "cautious discipline" sets 

the tone for the garrison's activities. 

In Chapter II, the Colonel appears coldly unemotion~l 

when be learns of Murphy's death; he is severe and author

itative to\'!ards Valletort, Halloway and Ellen, where a more 

pliant humanity would have sho\,ffi compassion and mercy, even 

to the point of risking the improbable possibility of Hall-

away's treason. But tradition and military rule, in the 

strict seI'vice of preserv:i'"rlg the garx'ison, demand the court 

martial and death of the innocent Halloway. As governor de 



Haldimar remarks with enel'gy tovmrds the end of the novel, 

"Private feelings must no longer be studied at the expense 
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of the public good" (E.§;£, 291). In the opening section of 

the novel, the Colonelbetx'ays emotion only at mention of 

the myster-ious in -Cruder, but quickly checks himself and 

reassumes '~bis stern. and authori tative bearinglt. This prac

tice of stifling emotion, or any susceptibility to 'passion' 

or 'irrationality', is developed in the interplay, in Chapter 

II, between !fthe etiquette and stl'ict laws of military dis

ci pI ine" which It chained all s peechlT and displays of emotion, 

and "the workings of the inward mind lt which "remained unchecked tf 

(~, 13ff.).. Richardson reveals these tensions in the 

ceremonial-like scenes of Halloway's charge and defence, 

and the repl'imand to Valletort. Here, the repression and 

checking of emotIon find express ion in the importance placed 

on outward form and prescribed ritual, on It the rigidity of 

manner 'which (the Colonel) seems on all occasions to think 

so ind:tspensible to the maintenance of authori ty~ O!~£, 22). 

These precepts are imparted to the rest of the gal"'rison. 

Frank Halloway, condem.ned to die for a treason that is decided 

by the letter rather than the spirit of the law, requires 

It all bis self command to enable him to abstain from giving 

expression to his foelings towards those who had so generously 

:interpreted the motives for his dereliction fror.1 dutyl~ (W~, 

69f.,) .. When gratitude and pleasure threaten to find expression 
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:In words and tears, he overcomes '\h:ts wealmess", and exhibits 

uhis wonted air of calm and unconcernl~. 

Such a rigid attempt at dj.scipline and can tl'ol leaves 

the English f01"t vulnerable to surprise attacks. Vlacousta r s 

entry into the fort in Cbapter I causes a "midnight tumult" 

ending in death for a member of the gar1"ison; he CI'eates 

conf',.lsion in the routine and structured life of the gar1"ison; 

suddeness, surprise and cover of darkness are among his most 

effective weapons. Later, as the l";egi111ent is marching orderly 

toward the bridge, the shot fired by Vlacousta from tbe ~:,.q,b.e!~ 

occas ions It a temporary confus ion in the ranks". W116n Capt. 

de Haldimar, a garrison spy at the Indian camp, overhear's 

the cunning lacrosse plot, the immediate psychological effect 

is one of tlconfused and distracted images that crowd upon 

the brainlt (~, 151). The accumulative effect of these and 

simllm' images is the suggestion that, not only is there a 

natural and complete antagonism betvleen the extremes of 

garrison and wilderness elements, but that their continued 

co-existence in a dicbotomous landscape is impossible and is 

directed toward the destruction of one or both. The fore

sbado~ed holocaust does occur. Wacousta is killed in the 

fl'enzy of revenge when he overbids his own audacity. And 

when Wacoustafs apparently successful revenge undercuts the 

pa tr iarchal dr i VB of de Hald imar, tIle inflexibly tl'8.di tional 

Colonel d.ies believing that no future generatJ_ons of de Hal-
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dimars exist to perpetuate the right and duty of tradition. 

The deaths of Wacousta and Colonel de Haldimar do 

not negate the landscape, or cause the forces which inhabit 

it to cease functioning. The reader might ponder the possible 

emergence of a third force which is unique yet a synthesis 

of elements of reason and culture from the garrison, and 

pass ion and nature from the wilderness. The end of the novel 

does hint at such a synt~esis .. but it does little more than 

hint. Richardson may bavs more to 'say about this t synthesis' 

in a sequel to V~a~22!!'3~ entitled ~9.f~ .. _J:.l.,~~_L~n ~rot~leE.s; 01"-,. 

~pe_"J'rophec;[ F1.?-l:!~l}.§.d, 1840. Throughout :t'!:.~_~~, Oucanasta 

(a woman from the daJ.~k forest) ba.s been co~operating with 

Capt. de Haldimar (a man from the garrison). Neither of these 

characters is an extreme example of what their section of 

the lands cape stand s for, as Wacous ta (n an a ir of bold dar lng 

and almost insolent recklessness pervading every movementfl 

. p. 146) and the Colonel (It all coldn6 ss.. prudence, obsequious

ness and foretboughtU p. 250) are extreme embodiments of 

an tagonis tic forces. The real triumph in human terms, the 

triumph of peace at the end of the novel, results fl~om the 

conciliai:i:ton of Indian and Englis,h man, of 1Nilderness and 

garrison. The search for peace has been a search for syn-

thesis, and tbe synthesis, the ending implies, is not merely 

co~existence. The rai:iher tentative resolution of Wacousta 

is the mingling of the two peoples from the opposing fuctions 
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of the landscape. The doors of the fort are thrown open to 

allow free passage and COl1lil1erCe between garrison and wild-

erness. 

Pontiac had expressed a generous determination to 
conclude a peace with the garrison, and henceforth 
to consider them as his friends • • • English were 
to be seen once more issuing from their fort • • • 
Time rolled on, and in the course of years Oucan
asta might be seen associating with and bearing 
curious presents, the fI'uits of Indian ingenuity, 
to the daughters of de Haldimar • ~ .; while her 
brother, the chief, instructed his sons in the 
athletic and active exercises peculiar to his race. 

(p. 298) 

Historically this may be nonsense, but if we are reading the 

book as an allegory on the extremes that war in mants sou1--

logic and irrationality, cold reason and imagination, restraint 

and frenzied indulgence--these final incidents take on a 

richer implication. After the rejection of the tyranny of 

extremes or the individual and society, RichaI'dson may be 

arguing for a third landscape, a middle ground between ex-

tremes, although the arguement is not explored in this novel. 

As the co-operation or Oucanasta and Capt. de Haldimar ends' 

in triumph, a peacable conciliation or passionate and intel

lectual drives (the reason sunlit by the passions and sortened 

into an expression or magnanimity) can lead man to raIl into 

a gentleness of humanity. 

While Richardson's novel encompasses a number of 

symbols and archetypes, it does not, I think, quite succeed 

in moulding them into a consistent, organic rarm, whether 
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this was ever an art is ti c intent ion or not. Wacous ta is not 

very satisfying artistically but there is still some interest 

in an archetypal landscape that exemplifie s the thema tic 

concerns. Because ~o~ occurs so early in the literary 

history of Canadian prose narratives, and because, in its 

psychological and symbolic aspects, it is concerned with 80 

many of the themes and images to which our writers keep 

l'etupning, one might des ignate it the prototype of a stream 

of journals, novels, rel11iniscencesand other prose works 

which 8hapei ts central concerns, particularly the symbolic 

structure of a dichotomous landscape, and the clash between 

ga1"1'180n and wilderness, between culture and nature. 
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THE TRANSFIGURED LANDSCAPE AND A DIALECTIC 

The relationship between the two landscapes-··the real 

and -the symbolic--exists in a delicate balance. I have said 

in my 'Introduction r that the geography of the country has 

been ~~ed by Canadian writers into a metaphoric land

scape, rather than t~~!,Jllei into a metaphoric landscape. 

'Transformed' is an Gntirely inappropriate word to describe 

the imaginative process by which the geography of the cOlUltry 

- has evolved into a l:i.terary symbolic structure. The word 

J transformed' implies a change in form, but there has been 

no change in form from the real to the syrIlbolic; each consis ts 

of the same arrangement of forests and prairies, the S8~~ 

small tovms and railways and rivers. The geograpby you see 

in a cross-country JGour is the same geography descx'ibed in 

a selection of novels about Canada.. Because the symbolic 

landscape has retained the same geographical form as the real 

landscape, the word 'transfigures', which suggests a change 

in aspeet or meaning, better describes this imaginative pro

cess of adapting 'real' to 'symbolic', or more correctly, of 

aligning 'real' and 'symbolic f o But the identical form shared 

by the two lands cape s, the func tioning of the landscape in 

many novel s as '1'eal' and r symbol :i.c tat the same time J causes 

inevitable confusion. 

41 
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The major outlines, and many of the details, for a 

thesis concerning the continuum of themes and images in 

Canadian literature and the relation of these to the cultural 

history of the country have already evolved, particularly in 

!h~~~ry.of Canada, Douglas Jones' But~~J:hY_on 

Rock and the Frye essays collected in The Bush Garden. These, - ~~-----

and other works,ll have· intermittently touched on landscape 

images, parttcularly on the meanings of Ibouse'., 'gar1"'ison' 

and 'river', but I have not yet seen a susta1ned effort to 

show the persistence of a complete geographical pattern in 

Canadian fiction. What has been carefully explored is the 

symbolic nature of the landsca[)e. Frye and Jones have pione-

ered critical discussion of the level of interpretation of 

a particular work at which one can even justify the term 

'symbolic I • I SlJggest that the 'real' (geographical, histor~ 

ica1) and the 'symbol ic' landscape s have never been truly 

discrete entities, and further, that to understand the meaning 

of tbe transfigured landscape one must search in the pre-

1 i terary writing s of Canada--in journals, 10gbook:3, folktales 

and travel books--for the historical origins of myth. Since 

this is a topic too large for detailed discussion bere, I 

llSee especially Susan Jackel, "The House on the Prai
ries ll , Canadian Literature, XLII (Autunm., 1969), PP. 46-55; 
Edward ]r:-"-lvfoGOurt~-·op~--"cr·to; Donald Stevens, "Wind, Sun and 
Dustlt , Canadian Li tel~il"Glire, XXIII (Winter, 1965), PP. r7'~24; 
1/1a1"1"6n TaI'iillan;"=Worf~fn'~the Snowl!, A Choice of Critics, ad. 
Geopge Woodcock (Oxford Univcrsi tyPres.'3-;-1966T:-----~~ 
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viTill outline what I undel"'stand as the main development. 

America before the coming of European man was a 

trackless wilderness, though this statement would undoubtedly 

_ pr'ovoke strong obj ec tions from any Ind ian reader. I Trackless' 

merely implies that a pattern of European culture bad not 

been supeI'imposed on the landscape; there was no chain of 

garrisons or In terconnec tied clearings in the woods, no di-

chotomous landscape, because there ·were no whi temen to construct 

them. Nature held complete and unobstructed sway in the 

absence of garrisons of culture and paths of righteousness. 12 

The fiI'st period of European history in Canada, the era of 

Ini tial exploration, of fux' trading stations, of tbe New 

World as comrnercial outpost for Europe, was also the pioneer 

era of tl~acking the "wilderness. The trails hacked into the 

forest as portage and fur trade x'outes and the crude C21l1pS 

and fUl'" stations dotted along the way were the first tunnels 

of European sensihllity into the vdldernessj the men who 

made them brough t certain cultural traditions with them, 

instincts and beliefs bred of an ancient civilization, which 

were inveterate and unshakeable, and somehow clashed with 

the wilderness (see Y0-co~ and Ro~~g.....L~iE:~~9}~ R~). 

These first explorers were 'pathfinders·', as history books 

12Indians and Indian cuI ture have been traditionally 
consldered. part of nature, blending into the landscape " wolf
eyed, vJOlf-s:mewed, stiller than the trees 1t

• (Marjorie 
Pickthall' s !tP~re Lalemant) 



are fond of labelling them, but they were also f pa th:nakers' • 

In this dual identj_ty we find the first manifestat:ion of a 

dual attitude to the land: 'pathfinder'--interested in get-

-ting through the wilderness, in experiencing the excitement 

and imagination of the land and of exploration; 'pathmaker l 

--aware of his cultural tradition in an alien wilderness 

and interested in establishing a centl"'e of civiliza'tion, 

either temporary or pet'msnent, for survival in that wilderness. 

The journals of Samuel Hearne, Alexander MacKonzie a.."ld Simon 

F:raaser are excellent evidence of these attltudes. 13 

There is something in the idea of traversing a 
vast and unknown conti.nent that gives an agre·· 
eable expansion to our conceptions; and the im
agination is insensibly engaged and inflamed by 
the spirl t of ac:ven ture, and the per ils and the 
u?vel ties :r~at are implied in a voyage of 
dlscovery. -

that man may discover in nature--perils and novelties, an 

inflamed imagina tion, an expansion of conceptions--which 

Frye f S 'garrison culture f considers anathema to cbrilization 

and human progress. 

13See Th~....Le.~~e~~~n(L JOllr~l~~sm F~~~.!.L-.,1806: 
1808, ed. with an introduct:ton by VI. Kaye Lamb--rToponto: Mac-
MIiYan and Co~, 1960);' Expl.~}'..:1E1l~:~1'::,.~"JL~!:l:!.~V'!~s~~tto:r:.u 
Sir Alexa..l1der MacKenzle1s JouX'n9.1, ed'Q with 811. introduction 
by=-1T; I.f:---rvlcf5onaTcrrUi1fversit~Y~of~Oklahoma Press, 1966); 
J 9~TI~, . .2f~,~1!,~~~]- He ~~~_§l.l1~U-~ 'f,!r!lor ~t'!Y~l}_!:he"-:''£e ar ~ 
1774 and 1792, ed9 with an :tntrcduction and notes by J. B. 
iJ."'jr"i"errl"N0,;-York: Greenwood Press, 1968) '" 

14Klinck, 2.~?Jt~, po 29. 
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The European emigrants who followed the explorers, 

or came with them to settle the land,· are tpathfindel~sf in 

a different sense. They found the existing paths and clearinss 

and adapted them to their social needs; the pattern of set

tlement which they established (the archetypal landscape) 

has been reiterated allover the country, even when trail and 

cabin hav&;. evolved into railway and prairie town. Trackjng 

the wilderness continued into the pepiod of settlement in 

the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries when the distinction 

between settlement and wilderness became more marked. ~1e 

lines of settlements grown up along rivers and pathways are 

more distinctively, and self-assertively, pockets of European 

cuI ture. This is a frontier society in the true sense':"

existing as the borders of a foreign civilisation, but, of 

necessity, operating as much as possible within the context 

of that civilization in order to provide the neceSSities, 

of food, sheltel~, dress, law, religion, moral code, and 

other cultural habits, that their heritage implies are the 

basis for a successfully operative society. 

From the arrival of European settlers, then, the 

land contained two differentiated elements--pockets of 

society and unexplored v,1ilderness. Keeping to the paths and 

within the boundapies of the cleapings E.eq~~ danger from 

nature t s pitfalls (wild animals, bogs, Indians) and even 

from unmeI'C iful exposure to the element s. A cabin in the 
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woods or a fortress was a shelter that housed familiar and 

oomforting cultural traditions. A pa"th indicated that some 

man had gone before J and pointed a safer route than mere 

meandering through bush· or over prairie; somewhere along the 

path one would 1 ikely 1'ind human hahi tat ion anytvay. Where 

the dangers and rigours of the land Vlere real, the fear B.nd 

self-protectiveness of the European iwnigrants are understand

able. For contrast, one might consider the easy, tmfettered 

reaction of Catherine Parr Traill, described in ~J2,.@.£1~!.~~ 

" of Oa~~. A tiny number of people could not} at any r'ate, 

hope to permeate an immense continent and submerge its wild

erness in theil" civilization, as Europeans, in their bh1.Y 

countries, had done. 

From the beginning of Canada's cultural history, nature 

provoked a response in European man that compelled him to 

converge on certain points in the landscape and mark himself 

off from the wildel~ness ~ The dichotomous landscape, as an 

h:tstorical and cultural phenomenon, was generated by the im

mensity and rigours of environment which manifested, to a 

European mind preoccupied with social structUI'e and individual 

discipline, a threat i~o human society and moral constructs. 

NatuI'e, showing itself now beneficierit and harmonious and 

then suddenly irrational and chaotic, ins ists that there is 

something outside man's constructs, outside the bormdaries 

tha.t the gal'rison lUe.ntality has designed to encompass the 
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confines of permissible hUman activity and thought" that is 

a vital force to be reckoned with and that is unaccountable 

in terms of the gaprison scheme of existence. Natupe appears 

pattepnless. In this psychological interplay between illffi1 

and the Wilderness, the lanscape is transfigured. 

Douglas Jones, in ~erlly on R2~" considers this 

as one level of interpretation for' the al1tagonism between 

cuI ture and nature that informs a good deal of our li tel"a ture. 

He extends Frye's metaphor of the garrison culture confronting 

a hostile wilderness by showing bow nthe division between 

cuI tupe and nature dramatised in some of the li teratru'e goes 

far beyond any purely Canadian colonialisr:.,P" how If it can 

only be considered to reflect an antagonism towards nature 

characteristic of western culture generally ••• that western 

cuI ture is itself a garrison confronting a hostile wildernessu • 

His arguement implies that Canadian writers have found in their 

history and their literary and cultural tpaditions" vital, 

ready-made images to express theip human experience. The 

archetypal landscape is a Canadian literary manner of SYlll-
! 
i 

bol ic ally explor ing man's original relations to the un:i verse .15 

The 'Nay in which the Canadian land functions symbolically 

is as a microcosm of the macrocosmic creation. OU1" writers 

discern the paradoxes and double-pulls of the universe in 

"""'---_ ....... -==_._- ~-- . ----.----~ .. -------
15In connection with this idea see R. Ee \iVatters" 

n Original Rela tions lt
, CGE...~d;t~.l.J.-_t~~~" VII (V!inter, 1961), 

pp. 6-1? 



our forests, prairies, mountains and tundra, in our sudden 

clima tic shifts" in our animal kingdom; here is embodied 
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the magnificence, violence, harmony, chaos; justic e and lack 

of justice that alternately flash out in the prismatic shifts 

between man and the rest of creation. 

Garrison man, huddled wi thin tbe confines of his 

circle of exis tence, del ibera tely ,,,,alls out the seeming 

irrational impetuosity of nature. Although the effect may 

be astringent, even sterile, cramping all but a modicum of 

artistic expression, tolerance and freedom of the human 

spirit, this 'walling-out' process is garrison man's solution, 

really a negative alternative, to deal ing with the irrational 

and imaginative aspects with which man symbolically endows 

nature. The existence of garrison men and their prohibitive 

attitude to nature transfigures a mere geographic landscape . 

into a 'symbolic' landscape, endowing the landscape elements 

with the kinds of meanings that I suggested in !tAn Archetypal 

Landscape tt • 

Douglas Jones has outlined a plausible and coherent 

extension of Frye's origjnal metaphor about garrison-wilderness 

antagonism. I would like to suggest an extension of the 

proofs that Jones offers in support of his thesisD In the 

'Introduction' to ~t?.!'fl'y ~.~.££!, Jones notes the tendency 

of Vlestern man "to discriminate the whole range of (his) ex

perience into light and dark ll , western man exhibiting lIa 

marked inclination to o.11y himself wholly Vii th the so~called 
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forces of light in an all~out attack on the so-called forces 

of dark •• , the material world, the world of the flesh and 

the devil, • , , all that is mortal and seem.:tngly irrational 

in nature" ,16 As one migbt expect in a literature of the 

western world, images of light and dark proliferate h1 Can

adian poetry and prose, If nature represents a mortal and 

irrational force to be vanquished or shut out, one might 

anticipate that Canadian writers would conceive it in terms 

of darkness, and tbe garl"ison in terms of light. Such a 

scheme of images seems consisten t with the dichotomy which 

has evolved in the landscape. But even for those who seem 

concel'ned to preserve, or to pl'omote the garrison way of 

life (cases might be made out for Mrs. Moodie and Ralph 

Connor, among others), the total view of the landscape is 

no·t; simply bl>igh t gal"r ison spots h igh~·l ighte d in a blackened 

wilderness. Dark elements of physical or moral disease and 

decay are recogJ.1.ized with in the garrison confine s, as are 

the lights and glories of nature. And these elements of 

corruption in the garrison do not always have theil~ source 

in contact with nature. The murder of Bro~~ in !gagu~ results 

from the economic greed and the tyrrany of whi teman over 

Eskimo that are pal.,t of tbe accepted social structure of 

arctic gal>rj_sons (Ae., 22-28) 0 Or, tbe destruction of Billy 

Breen in Bla~ stems from the tyranny and righteousness 

-----~~---

l6Jones, £~~, po 6. 
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of the total abs t:inence League. All men, it seems, are 

na turally a ttrac ted to the i1"1'a tional and are compelled to 

flirt with t the Vlorld of the flesh and tbe devil' whicb may 

be found in any man. For the garrison man this affinity is 

a weakness to be SUbmerged in rigid moral, physical and 

intellectual disciplines, often in strong 'Puritan' sensibil

ities; natUl"'e is a Jezebel to be cast out of the charmed 

circle of society. Other men·~like Grove and David Canaan, 

Mrs. Bentley, Agaguk and Brian O'CoTl.nal-=are willing to pass 

over into the sphere of Nature's influence. For these people, 

the flight' and 'dal'k' are ambiguous forces. 

One set of images--the glory and the fear~,=emerges 

from the body of 11gb t-dark me tapbors, first be cause our 

writers return to use it so often, and second because it 

marks the development of 'dichotomy' into 'dialectic'. Gar

rison versus wilderness, culture vepsus nature is schem.atically 

simplistic, merely a conflict of antagonistic forces (although 

the implications may be profound). The 'glory and fear' is 

an expre s sian of an iud i vidual's amb iguous a tti tude to the 

simplistic duality of light versus dark. \Vhen this tightly 

defined dichotomy merges with the concept of 'glory and fearl, 

the two experiences do not coinc ide perfec tly. The magnificence, 

beauty and harmony of nature manifest in the wilderness are 

f glory', as are the magnanimi ty, selfless love and geneX'osi ty 

of the human soul manifest in some human actions and in some 
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elements of society. Again, the seemingly irrational violence 

and antagonism of nature manifest in storms and drought, or 

symbolized in attacks by Indians or vicious animals are 'fear', 

as are the intoler-ance, cupidity and prejudices which the 

human mind is capable of expressing in action. A correspond

ence is established between the glory of nature and the glory 

of the human soul, a kind of mil"'ror image which empa tbetically 

reflects the human and natural glories in each other. In 

this way, man perceives and articulates a symbolic contact 

between himself and nature. The experience of an individual, 

bOl'n and educated in the. garrison, imbued wi th the duty to 

oppose and shut out natrll'e, yet touched by the Igloryand 

fear r of both sides of the dichotomy, is inevitably one of 

tension between a traditional view of the Iffi1dscape (garrison 

versus wilderness) and a new vision. V.i}:len this happens, a 

feeling both of belonging and not belonging to the traditional 

culture pulls the individual~-the misfit figure~-in two 

dir-ections, towards the centres of civilized culture and 

towards tbe uncivilized wilderness o 

In those novels 'which have a misfit figure for a 

protagonist, the cul ture-nature dichotomy has expanded into 

a three point tension of individual, society and wilderness, 

with the individual functioning as a link between the other 

two. The misf it IS exploration of the nature of this link is 

a quest for a paI-t of the la.ndscape which embodies the ! glory' 
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and shuts out the '.feal"'. The growth of the misfit's vision 

leads him away from such an idealistic quest to the realization 

that the dark elements of nature are potentially liberating 

especially for the artistic individual, as so many of our 

misfi ts seem to be, and are not to be totally shut out, and 

that, as much as one would like to shut out the dark, cor-

rupt forces in the garrison, these exist as an inescapable 

fact of garrison existence. Part II will develop these ideas, 

illustrated by two novels, a journal and a short story ~ 

autobiographical anecdote. 

The terms 'glory' and 'fear' have not been chosen 

indiscriminately. As part of the continuum of images j.n Can-

adian literature, they occur in many o.f the works listed in 

my bibliography-··V,7acou,sta, ~~, 112~=~ in the 

E~, Vn:_?_.~a!3 . .§..~~E- t~t1-nq, ~a~~l.~ .... J:9.e West-=and are 

favouri te words of Mrs. Moodie and Ralph Connor. The list 

might be extended. Sheila Watson may have been conscious o.f 

this when she wrote The .. ,p...2E?1-.2 Hook. 

He doesn't know you can't catch the glol"'Y on a 
hook and hold on to it.. That when you ri8h for 
the glory tl1e catch the darkness too.. That i.f 
you hook twice the glory you hook twice the fear. 

(.£!!, epigraph) 

This image crys·tallizes the misfit's' predicament, at least 

at the beginning of his quest. In his discovery of nature 

and his peacable overtul'es to it, which presume his rejection 

of trad i tional garrison antagonisms to the w:tlderness, he 

inevitably hooks both the glOl'Y and the fear of nature. He 
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is caught in a dialectic: on one side the inveterate depen-

dance on cuI ture and traditiion, and on the other, tbe need 

f'or the imaginitive experiences v;Thich can be indulged in 

nature, but not in the garrison. 

The landscape in V/hich the author places the misf'it 

f'igure is, therefore, a symbolic structure which exemplifies 

the thematic concerns. Landscape metaphors have evolved as 

part of the Canadian novelist's f'und of images on I'lbich be 

can draw to dramatise the tensiv6, dichotomous nature of the 

misfit ' s experience in the land (wilderness and society) and 

in himself: Old World and New \f;!orld, SOCiety and individual, 

civilization and nature, among others. The writer may effect 

the metaphoric connection between the images of' tbe land 

and the particular themes which preoccupy him by an inter-

nalization of' the landscape--placing tbe geographical structure 

of the metaphor wi thin the mind 01' memory of' some created 

character, making the mind or memory into a map, as Leacock 

does in ilL fEnvoie tt
, the final chapter of ~hiE..e ~~, 

or as Hugh Hood does in his short story ttGetting to William-

·stowdt • Or, the connection is made by an externalisation of 

the mind or memory~~identif'ying the cerebral raoul ties with 

the physical environment which surr-ounds the character, as 

Grove does in Over Prairie Trailsa Bu t always, tbe mi sri t f S 

reaction to the land is an expression of' his awareness that 

he exists in an environnlent composed of dichotomous elem.ents, 



and that his quest, which is symbolically acted out on the 

land, is for a synthesis of dualities. 
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North Americfu"'1 mythologies seem to be the irnages of 

a people's unsatisfied desires-'da desire to know or a desire 

to forget···-and, as such, function as catalysts in the histor

ical routine of real life. 'rhe archetypal landscape, drawn 

from that historical routine, is, like more traditional 

myths, an attempt to flesh out an explanation concerning 

man's relat ions to his environment and· the workings of that 

environment--the mechanics of order and chaos. An interval 

of choice exists between man's perception and his reaction 

or expression, and from this fertile moment when freewill 

and intellect act in mutual stimulation springs our entire 

imagina tive llfe and our preoccupation ylith illusion···real ity. 

Thus, mythmaking man appears as an image -engine, ut:Uizing 

the powerhouse of his invent:tve faculties to churn out fables 

and dreams in proportion with his need to supplement and 

sustain reality. 

North Americans are dynamiC dreamers, on both an 

. individual and a corporate level; they have to be in order 

to survive the unrealities and inadequacies of the life-complex 

they build fo!' themselve s. But I \vould make a distinction 

vii thin the artis tic culture of Horth America. The theme of 

the isolated individual and his quest for identity bas evol

ved two populal' hero figures, each sonewhat distinct in nature 
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from the ot118r--t:1.e ;~1isfi t Gnd the dropout. :,~Emy ,of the 

nost powerful 2nd 011tspol;:en cultu:L'E,l -statements fr0121 new 

Am,eric8,l'l 2.rtists 2re inforEled. wi tIl s disillusiol1L1ent that 

bord ers on the p2'renoid. Gnd 'belies tr2_eli tionEl Aneric8.n opt-

i;.:clism.. T1.1is i~:: the uilieu in which the dl'Opout flourif:lhes. 

In Dennis Eo P:CJOr, s sDd Peter Fond2!.s ~iasy Rider, for eX2,mple, 

there occurs a reverse quei2t e.nd G, collapse of the frontier-

covered i,en:.: [Son i~lyth; t'.':;o cyclists wi thdrs'\-,' frQLl the pioneer 

Eden. '.'lhen 'weE;twc'rd--ho' becOIiles '.ec:.stviETd-ho',· the dis en-

chE;,nt;.Jent i'dth society, symbolizeo. in the disenchsnted, 

de;~LYthicized AmericEn landsc2pe, Emd the ultil~lB,te trsEedy 

et l~ew OrlesDs Fre more severe end Dore pE.tently Eyocqly:~)tic 

thEJ,n tIle st2ndercl fete met 'by people like st einbeck' s "vJest-

seel;:ing ,JoGd fEDily. Any disillusioIJI..lent which tinGes the 

experience of the JOB.df', or other :)ioneer figv.re:=:; Yfho trek 

west, is out'-ieighed by the optiuisl:1 2nd hope of 8, :9Gople who 

The return e2.st for the dropouts 

Billy Emcl '.'lye,tt is 2 journey bEckw2rd 8 tllrou£;h ALJericBn 

history to a pl2ce, Ne~ Orleans, th2t epit08izes both the 

inferno of the Old '7orld frou wi'lich tI18 Aderj_c811 settlers 

that oscE~isD COllfro~ted t~e harsh reElitios of the A~eric2n 

nccific C02~t, t~e u~~losion of 
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the American frontier dream is occuring to them as a nation. 

F. Scott Fitzgerald grasped this as early as 1925 'when he 

wrote !~~~~ Ga~~1., but then artists are so often pro

phetic as well as ignored. 'Keep America Clean' 'Help Beau-

tify America' IClean Up Our Air and Water Resources' 'Remem-

ber, Only You Can Prevent Forest Fires': in the popularity 

of ecology one can read that a mad scramble is on to preserve 

the fragments of a dream. 

In 1946 appe ared one of the dvdndllng numbers of 

memorable American characters who fight to fit into a society; 

this is Carson McCuller r s Frankie Adam$, .A.J~m~_o! .tp~e. 

Wedding who suddenly realizes that she has just been an t If 
~~ ....... -' 
person, that all other people belong to a 'we', and" pathet

ically, that her brother and his bride are the I'l1e' to whom 

she belongs. Frankie :i.s a misfi t and so are most Canadian 

queators, but they are not searching for a 'we' to belong to. 

They are people, like Grove and Brian O'Connal and Mrs. Bentley, 

who desperately want and try to belong to the established 

garrison Iwe I, who are not social outcasts or refugees from 

SOCiety, but who are conscious of being set apart from the 

narrow, defined community in a larger context of dichotomy 

and paradox. The vision is neither par~noid nor apocolyptic; 

these are not the misfi t' s predicaments. The initial point' 

I want to make concerns a distinction between tYiO kinds of 

heroes, for Arnerica bas a different type of popular hero. 
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Disillusionment and betrayed hope have evolved the figure of 

the dropout who doe sn 1 t want to belong~~·tbe Huck Finns and 

Holden Caulfields who find more contentment on their ovm 

rafts than in 1sivilisation'. 

Hl),ck Finn drifting down tbe great river with Jim, 
and pI'eferring bell with Jim to the white slave
owner 1s heaven is a similar figure (as Thoreau 
retreating to Walden), one of the bums, hoboes 
and social outcasts who reach a deeper level of 
community than the rest of us. This outcast or· 
hoboe figure is the hero of most of the Chaplin 
films; be also finds a congenial haven in comic 
strips. The juvenile delinquent or emotionally 
disturbed adolescent may in some contexts be one 
of his contemporary equivalents, like the narrator 
of !e.e=4Catcf2er ..in ~lle~ ~y~.17 

Timothy Leary's life imitates the myth; Horace ~lcCoyf s proto-

existentialist Gloria, from :TI?~Y~§~~_~~ .. _l2.-9n..~ The.z, 

has been reinstated as a heroine because she embodies this 

popular mood, recaptured from another era. 

The focus of the .American quest is a dream, usually 

of some type of Promised Land, a new Jerusalem or personal 

Eden. r.ehis is not the central concern of mos t Canadian 

questoI's. The landscape motif in AmeI'ican and Canadi811 art 

plays different roles in the myths of the two countries. 

~hile grasping for its primeval innocence and virginity, 

Americans try to conquer but effectively despoil their land-

scape Q The dropout self-:tm£}oses a psychic=pbysical exile 

froni social corruption and despoilia:tion of tbe land.. Huck 

~-~~--------~----- -----.------...... ~ ... -
17Northrop Frye, T1!.~liio~Q.entuT.l; (Toronto: Oxford 

University Press" 1969), p. 77. 
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Pinn's volunta1'Y exile on the Mississippi is both psychic 

and physical--an attempted escape from cQrrupt 'sivilisation' 

into a game world of innocence. Holden Caulfield, bennned in 

by the restrictions of school and tbe walls of the city, 

escapes into a pastoral dream, imagining himself the guardian 

and preserver of chilill100d innocence. Canadians seem still 

in awe of the towering and undeveloped wilderness around 

them, seem aware tbat this wilderness is both a welcome play

ground and the other half of a dichotomous landscape that 

opposes the \tupt igh ttl cen tre s of repression and pres surized 

civilisation. While the dropout remains a constant questor 

for a ttfresh green breast of the New World lt , the misfit is 

struggling with the dualities of his environment, attempting 

to realize some unity of expel~ience. There are surprisingly 

rew dropout f~gures in Canadian literature: characters who, 

in a mad response to human corruption, leave the centres of 

culture for the wilderness, or retreat into insanity. The 

dropouts or Canadian fiction are either hermit figures like 

Saint Sammy (l~~ Has See.2l.ihe Wind) and Grlll (~h~o~_J:n 

.the Po~t), mad visionaries of prai:r:'ie and forest who bave 

a preternatural understanding with nature, or they are SOCial 

outcasts like Kirstie Craig (He~ar.~~of~lciept. !Vooq), WhOSE 

home in the wilderness is a softened version of the garrison 

society. 

The misfit leads a kind of shuttlecar existence on 
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the lru~d, moving back and forth between the geographical 

embodiments of dualities, moving between the controlled 

civilised centre s of garrison, clearing in the woods, house, 

or prairie tovm, and the surx'ounding liberating expanse of 

nature--forests, prairies, mountains, lakes--to which the 

misfit is bound in empathy. He is often of artistic sens

ibility, but always unable to remain static in either aspect 

of the landscape, resisting the repression and restraint on 

expression fostex'ed by the garl"'ison sensibility, and in awe 

of the uncontrolled, paradoxical forces of nature with 'which 

he cannot completely cope, or even under·stand. ':there is a 

passage j.n ':tom.:I~ which describes tbe dynamics of the 

universe as a mechanism of great and small wheels which re

volve in inter~relationship with each others Some of the 

wheels are so minute that mants knowledge and reason cannot 

discrimina te them.. Are these small wheels, on which the 

larger wheels are said to depend, really there to prove the 

mechanics of order in the universe? Or are there no small 

wheels, no complete plan of world ol"'der to guide the universe, 

only a cosmic struggle between good and evil, order and chaos? 

To the gal"'rison mentali ty which has sold itself on a mechan

ical universe and structured a society in proximate imitation 

of it, tbe paradox of nature, where the small wheels canil.ot 

be evinced, represents a threat to the ideal of order and 

must be shut out. But the greater vision of the misfit prompts 
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him to asl{, and to explore, the questions I have asked above. 

So, Brian otConnal moves between town and prairie, as do mrs. 
Bentley in ~~s._~_Ol'> Me and My: House and G·r.ove in ~~. Pr~iri£ 

Trails. David Canaan moves from the security and limiting 

protectiveness of the valley to the mountain where he finally 

achieves his vision, a movement similar to James f ironic 

journey in 1!_~~ .. 12y_ubJ.-~. H02l5.. Leacock escape s the ci ty in 

Sunsh ine Sketche s for the mythic :tnnocence of Mariposa. The 
~-O.~.....---..-.. __ ._ 

double-pull on Luzina Tousignant compels her back and forth 

be tW'e en the town of Rorke ton and the wilds of Li ttle V~-ater' 

Hen island, as Graeme vacillates between the British Columbia 

logging camp and the eastern town vlbere be was born in Black 
.~--

~ck. What they have in conlm.on might be sumrfled up as ehange

able souls in a vast unchanging solitude, and in a staunchly 

intransigent society. 

COl'u'J.ecting the centI'e.s of civilisation are 'waterways 

(as in YG'3.?2-~t~ and ~~ Hook), the railway (as in most 

prairie novels end ~~~llil]!, Sk~_~che~), or pathways and bigh

ways (as in pioneer novels and jouI'nals, and modern works). 

These are part of the patterns of cuI tUT'e imposed on the 

land; they are the confining paths of garrison sensibili ty 

that, while they range across expanses of prairie or forest, 

allow for a confrontation but rarely an interaction with the 

passionate, elemental fOl"cesof nature. \Vhile the circle of 

the garrison it self may be a piece of lend won over from the 
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wilderness, these connecting lines of civilisation between 

garrisons are in contention, open to 'attack from the imping-

ing forces of nature.,uthe Indian raids of Wac~~s~~~ the storms 

of 9v~p.:r:r~irie __ ~£.ai?:.E., the wolves in Ag~gy-~ or the panther 

in Heart of t_he Ancient Wood. The only chance fOl'" the misfit, 

who is not totally pos sessed by a garrison sensibili ty but 

who is a [)roduct of the garrison society, to break the bonds 

of that society'is to pass beyond the defenses of the gar-

rison into the surrounding ex[)anse of nature and risk her 

drulgers, in other words, to loosen the ethnic, cultural or 
1l'l<1 

religious straightjacket of his upbring"and by association 

with nature to gain some freedom of fancy, of passlon, perha[)s 

even of irrational i ty. 

At this point in the discussion it will be useful to 

introduce the word 'dialectic t as a critical term. I have 

outlined the antagonism between two pather discrete .aspects 

of the land. One of these aspects, centred in the garrison, 

fights to achieve and to maintain its discreteness. Many 

"vriters, working in the tradition of Richardson's Yli:2.?&~.~~, 

have imagj.ned the landscape essentially in terms of a dichot-

omy, the tension and opposit:ton of anti-pathetical forces. 

But the concept of 'dichotomy'in the landscape has been 

slowly o.l"'ained of its val io.i ty as the tmique land pattern 

as writers have become aware that it is too simplistic a 

scheme. to account for their reaction to the Canadian envir-
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onment, or to exemplify the human-moral debate which the 

landscape elements S;Ylllbolize. Grove's Ov~=~~~~~, 

Ross's !,::s For_lli<} and MI Hou~_~, Mitchell' s ~"the 

W:in~, Buckler f s ~.~e rl'~e Va~le;y:--these are works 

which have passed beyond the concerns of dichotomy into those 

of a dialectic experience. The works of those who experience 

" , 

the land as a dichotomy are written by an es~nti~ 'garrison 

mentalityl--Wrrs o Moodie's !1~J!J-n£ It" i~~, Nellie 

McClung r s CI~iE.B in the V!e~.!, the novels of Ralph Connor-

all of these are ultimately interested in maintaining the 

discreteness of gar>rison and wilderness. But the old bipartite 

struggle between society and nature has evolved :lnto a three 

part tension.between the individual, society and wilderness. 

The typical dichotomy schema does not explore the 

possibility of synthesis, of reconciliation between wilderness 

and garrison elements, of the creation of a third landscape. 

The hint of reconciliation at the end of Wa9~~ seems, in 

this regard, unus~al. But ~~psta does not explore the 

s;ynthesis o The misfit, as a questor figure, is searching for 

such a synthesis, a consolidation of dive·rse elements in his 

experience =-garrison and Vi ilderne ss, glory and fea:r --

into some meaningful, integral statement of his identity and 

his original relation to the un:i.verse. Because he is rooted 

in the garrison cuI ture and bas inviolable ties to it, and 

yet is Mysteriously driven to nature, the misfit is caught 
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in the energy of thesis-anti~thesis, and it is only in the 

misfit's vision of human experience that this interplay 

occurs. An energy, which consists partly of the various 

pulls on the misfit, o,f his frustrations· and insecurity, 

flovvs between the antithetical elements within the misfit's 

mind during the process of his quest for self-identity. In 

his 'Conclusion' to ~liis~orLo:r Can.2.~, Northrop 

Frye uses, in another context, the pbrase lI a lternating current 

of the Canadian mind tt
• Tbis an apt capsule description of 

the misfit's psychological state, even of his mental processes. 

This alternating current of the mind keeps him shuttling 

back and forth on the landscape, continually piercing the 

Viall between the centres of civilisation and the encompassing 

wilderne ss. He is re pelled by the general astr ingency, 

repression and falseness of the garrison, yet this is his 

home and an undeniable part of his nature. Further, there 

are moments of glory within the garrison, moments of gener

osity, gI'atitude and a feeling of potential social harmony. 

Out in the wilderness, nature exhibits similar traits of 

glOl"Y and magnificence. But in the dark elements of the land 

which inspire fe8.1~- .... in the vlolent storms, merciless drought, 

or the vic ious worklngs of the animal kingdom, all of which 

the garrison sensibility holds in fear and disdain~-the mis

fit disCGPDS a compelling gentleness to the mystel"'y of violence 

and an awesome beauty j.n the mystery of strength. Nature 
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does not exist within confines as does the garrison; there 

is no perameter (that man can grasp) ·to its power 01'" its 

magnificence or its changes of moods, as there is no limit 

to its horizon for the hUman eye. \'\T'nile, after the rigldity 

of the garrison, nature is liberating as if its bre~zes blew 

the choking dust from the mind and its springs refreshed 

the soul, the "IV ilderness is also undeniably dangerous. 

The energy ·which flows in the misfit's mjnd, the 

energy of dialectic, finds its source partly in the attraction 

-repul sion which the misfit feels for the land outside the 

garrison. He is alive fh'st to the dichotomy outlined in 

Part I, second to manifestations of glory and fear, and 

third to his ambivalent attitude to the dark elements of 

nature. Some garx'ison men who are incipient m.isfit figures, 

people like Mrs. Noodie who feel strong attractions t.o the 

glories of nature but keep them suspiciously in check, stop 

short of dealing with nature's darker aspects. The misfit 

flirts with these dark aspects, tentatively at first and then 

with a bolder curiosity about their meaning, a curios:i.ty 

which never quite overcomes hiS ambivalent attitude to them, 

or his fear of them. 

I am going to examine fouI' works, and focus on the 

energies that VJork on the misfit in dialectic interplay of 

elements. Charles G. D. Roberts' The Heart of the Ancient 

Wood is a study of the human possibility of returning to 
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nature. The heroine, Miranda, a prototypical misfit figure, 

attempts to live both in the garrison and in the wilderness, 

and to satisfy cornpletely the demands of both \'Jhile keeping 

the landscape a dichotomy. S.ussana Moodie, telling her own 

cut short by a move to the city from developing her growing 

a ttachmen t to the land; she is also strongly a garrison woman. 

Frederick Philip Grove is the prototype of Canadian misfits. 

In Over Prairie Tr~~ls he presents an allegory of the roles 

of garrison f empiriC ism' and wilderness 'fancy' in the cre.-

ative process of the misfit artist. Sinclair Ross's As For 

1~2~1y Ho.~~ also deals wlth the artist-misfi t=questor 

figure, but it is more a study of ambiguity of attitude and 

amb igui ty of re Bolu tion th8.11 the others. Miranda, Grove and 

Mrs .. Bentley all shuttle back and forth between their centres 

of culture and the wildQrness ll This symbolic mov0ment, a 

metaphor for the dialec tic energy, is at the centre of the 

discussions. 



Pal"t II: 

DIALECT Ie AND TEE MISFIT 



THE HRART OF THE ANCIENT WOOD 
• ~ =---~ .~--- -~ 

w. J. Keith has called Charles Roberts' !~Ji~~ 

of the Ancient Wood a "moral fable" ,18 and that seems an 
~~~,-.... =~~--
apt dascl"iption. This impl~obable story of the frif~mdship 

between a girl child and a she ... bear has a Disney=like 

sC8nario--a secluded cabin, a plucky taciturn mother, a 

backwoods beau, a true grit approach to ha1"dship, animals 

who respond to huma."l command--ull percolated in an atmospbere 

of romance. But the improbabilities are superficial, existil1.g 

merely at the level of story components. Tbe work may be 

interpreted a.s a debate on tbe extent to wh:l.ch ma11. may suo

cumb to the .fO!'Ct)S of nature while he contlnues to function 

in society" One way to stl'ucture a crHiical discussion of 

Roberts' work is to consider its various elements in turn-~ 

the landscape, Kirstie Craig, Miranda, Kroof, yaung Dave. 

This is what I have done prior "tio examining the debate itself. 

Roberts devotes his two fh'st chapters to landscape 

patterns, wh:i.ch are archetypa.l in na ttu"'e 0 KiT'stle Cra.ig f s 

cabin is set intta spacious solitude of a clearmglt where n ~tiha 
-. -

gloom of the woodsfl! .falls apart m a spread:tng of dayl:i.ght 

18-W• J" Kelth", Charles G .. D" Roberts (Toronto: Copp 
Clark Publishing Co., 1"96<JT;-p~6f.r:~="'~-=~~--

67 
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Though a SpUI' of black, uncompromising spruce Vloods 
gave it near shelter on the north, the harshly . 
naked clearing fell away from it on tbe other thl"es 
sides, and lef't the cabin ble ak. . (W!f, 18) 

It was still bleak, and overbrooded by a vast un
routable stillness, for the swelling of the land 
lifted it from the forest f s sbelter and made it 
neighboUl" to the solita.ry sky. (.!i!~~, 164) 

There are already suggestions here that the clearing is both 

differentiated from the wildel'>ness, and yo t has an undeniable 

affinity with it. Roberts consisten'bly reminds the reader 

of this differentiation-affinity relationship between the 

clearing and the woodS, a relationship that becomes more 

marked when human.s come to live in the cabin and to cu.IJGivata 

the land around it. 'Then Dave Ti tUB l"'irst al~x"iv0S at the 

abandoned cleru.'>ing, he bas to push through "the harsh belt 

of blackbel~ry and raapbsl'>r'y canes, which grew as a neutral 

zone between forest and open" (HAW, 17)(1 The cholce of the -
word "neu·trallt hints at· an tU1dercurl~ent of antagonism be tween 

clearing and forest. Later, w.hen Kirstie settles iuto the 

cabin, she augments the distinction between these ·two a.reas 

of the landscape by building fences al"ound the edge of her 
I 

domain. If paths and clearings are sections of the land won 

over from nature and marked off for man f 8 dominion, then. this 

passage by Roberta has special meaning: 

A path once fairly differentiated by the successive 
passings of feet; will keep, almost forever, a spell 
for the persuasion of all 'chat go arool;. (HAW', 3) 

e....~ 

All the animals described :1n t:;.he fil'st IJhupter are signifi-
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cantly 'watchers of tho trail'; they are neither trailblazers 

nor" particularly users of the trail (wi tb two exce(?tions to 

be noted la·ter). The paths and clearings have taken shape 

under the axes of men from the Settlement, with all the vi

olent perils they bring to forest life. Old Dave's boots 

padding quietly down the trail ring out Iftbe sound of al ien 

footstepsfl-""man, "tbe one l.IDvanquishable enemy to all the 

follt of the woodtt (~, 7, 10). Here, all antagonism is 

explicit. 

At the beginning of the story, the long deserted 

clearing is in the process of being reclaimed by nature. 

The sharp outlines of man's pattel~n of civilization are 

blurred by nature run riot with shrubs and weeds and w.:ild 

f'lowers over the clear:lng, and by the corrosive effects of 

the saasonson the cabin and bar-a. But still t;110re persist 

Ulal"kor' s of man f s former intrus ion: 

The space between tbe two buildings (cabin and 
bro~n), and for many square yards about the cabin 
door, was stre\\'1l thick with decaying chips, 
througb which the dock and plantain leaves, hal'>dy 
strangers from the Settlement, pUl3bed up their 
broad, obtuse intrus ion " • G and :In 1ihe centre 
of the space, where the chips gathered thickest 
an.d 'cbe plantains had gainod least grou.nd, lay 
a split chopping~logJ whose scars bore witness 
to tbe vigour of a vanished axe. (HAW, 19-20) --. 

When Dave and Kirstie cu·t back natura's encroachment by 

cleal~ing the land, they are reasserting mall's effol ... tsto 

order and control tbe wild3rness. 



Then the wild rolk began to take 
f'aot that the sovereignty or the 
been resumed by man, and word of 
went secretly about the rorest. 

account or the 
clear ing had 
the -new order 

(HAW" 28) --
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~~en old Dave f'irst discovers the cabin, it is dilap

idated but turns u a brave front to the assault or the seasonstt 

and shows rew casual ties (HAW" 19). (Much of this reminds 

one or Mrs. Moodie's clearing in the bush.) During the 

course or the narrative, Kirstie and Miranda will experience 

assault upon their settlement in the clear:lng not only .fl~OIn 

the elemental .forces of storm and intense heat but also f'rom 

attacks by wild animals~-wolves" a lynx and a panther. Be-

sides being susceptible -to natural forces g Miranda's small 

pocketoi' civilisation is encompassed by the gl"eater wilder-

ness around her: 

Miranda was all the time vividly aware of th e white 
immensity enfolding her. The lifeless white level 
of tho lake; the encirc15.ng shores all white; the 
higher :fringo of trees" black bencath, btlt d{3eply 
garmented wlth white; tbe steep mou.ntain-side>, at 
the foot o:f the lake, all wh:lts; and over=brooding, 
glimmering" opalescent, :fathomless, the f'lat white 
al~ch of sky~ (~J[, 56) 

This is not the paranoid vision oit The S.wallower Swallowed" 
o.=._"'~~_~~-=~~ 

but there is a subtle suggestion, particularly in the first 

section 01' the book when Miranda is confined to the cleal'>1ng, 

that nature hovers over and around this backwoods settlement. 

Many of the landsoape images tha:~ I discussed in tt ,An Al'chei.,7pal 

II~mdscape\l operate 1n Roberts' stol''Y"''~gaI'rison, path, 'edge I , 

SU1"round:tng and encompassing wilderness, natl.:lral fox'cas imping-
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o~ these in Roberts' ttmoral f'able" will become more clear 

if one examu16s the characters who inhabit the landscape. 
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Kirstie Craig is a trailblazer and settler. Her 

mission in the hero~t of' the anoient wood is to impose order 

on the wilderness olearing, to create a social organism 

that can sustain her familyts needs while it acts as a pro

tection against the more violent and fearful aspects of' 

nature. Her backwoods life will be a more gentle version 

of' the Settlement from which sbe flees. This Settlement 

exhibits oertain characteristics that are more familiarly 

asaoe 1a ted with small town 'garrisons t ",·""for example, self-

righteousness and a superstitious fear of nature: 

Kirstie, they said, was being very properly pun
ished by ProvIdence, and it was well to show that 
they, chaste souls ,stood on the side of Providence. 
If Providence threw a stone, it was sure ly the ir 
place to throw three. (a~W, 44) -- . 

"She ainq; skaered 0' nothin' that walks'·, mutters young 

Dave at one po5.n t. "Yes, I am, Davey", Kirstie answers, It II in. 
~ -

afeard of evil tonguesU (HAW, 35). liar sel.f~imposed exila --
from thl3 Settlement is an escape from a "wast:lng world" (ID\\V, 

"""' ....... 
42). If Kirstie thinks that the Settlement is the wasting 

world, the Settlement, which is the self-pl'oclaimed of.ficlal 

cuI tUl"'e, thinks that her clearing in the woods 113 an "unholy 

solitudeU (~~, 144): 

To the most skeptical homespun philosopher :In the 
Sa ttl omen tit seemed obv:tous tba t Kir st ie and 
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bad forsaken their kind for the-fellowship of 
the furtive kln. (HAW, 145) 

~--

It was said by some that Kirstie and Miranda held 
converse with the beasts in plam English such as 
common mortals use, and knew all the secrets of 
the woods, and much besides that tihumanstt have no 
call to know. By others, more supers-citious and 
fanatical, it was whispered that no mere animals 
fOl~med the circle of Kirstie's associa tea, but 
that spirits, in the guise of hares, foxes, cats, 
p<.mthers, bears, weI'e her familiax>s at the 801-

It.ru.~y cabin. (.!:!~, 131) 

Here is the tgarrison mentality' in full blossomed prejudice 

and misconception of the unknown, which 1 t will not explore 

because the unknown ex1.sts outside the defined pel"-ameters 

of pel'l11issible thought and action o The attitude of Kirstie 

and Miranda .. and pel "haps o:fRoberts himself, is crysta.llized 

in M:t.l'andats view of Gabe's clearing, her fll"st contact with 

Se -ttlement life: 

Her own cab:Ln was lonely enough, but with a higb, 
austere, clear loneliness that seemed to bold 
c0111111union with the stars. The loneliness or this 
place W9.S a shut~1n, valley loneliness 9 without 
hor:tzons and wi'cbout hope~ (ru~, 254) 

This is the im.press iOll tba-t the novel conveys of the official 

centres of civilized culture. The lexis of the second sent-

ence quoted above triggers a Series of associations with the 

'garrisons' in other Canadian works: the shut-in valley 

loneliness of David Canaan or the characters of ~o_ub].!. 

~; the town at Horizon without h01"1.30n8 ror the Bentleysj 

Maggie Lloyd escapmg hel" lonely house vl1.thout hope fu"'ld 

passing beyond Hope to d:tscover a paradoxical i'reedom of the 
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soul. 

Kirstie Craig's clearj.ng :1.n the woods is a softened 

version of the Settlew2nt; it has its rules and regulations 

"", ... for example, that Mil"anda: may not penetra~e beyond its 

boundaries",,-and it 1s al ternately wary and self-protective 

of the wilderness around it. One of Kir stie' s first aotivities 

in her new home is to derine the autonomy of the olearing 

by building fences around it. Jan~s Weston's illustration 

of the wild lynx preparing to attaok the cow in the clearing 

captures .this discl"eteness in the landscape well~ (see the 

illustration facing page 102 in the edition cited in the 

b1.bliogp·.lpby.) The );Yl1xwould not appear so menacing 01"' so 

muoh·of a trespasser if that fenoe did not function as a 

physical and symbolic dem.arcation betweon 'wilderness' and 

'civilized centre'. Kirstie's role as settle!' who defines 

the dichotomous landscape is complimented by her role as 

tl'ailblazer; paths are essential to the ~mccess of her back-

woods community. 

Then there were the paths 
every snoVlfall,~-the path 
path to the barn door and 
the woodpile. 

to be kep'\j clear aftel" 
to the s pl'" lug, the 
hen house, the path to 

(IIMi, 53) 

Much of Kirstie's success in the woods depends, in fact, on 

skills she has learned in the S"ettlement==building fences, 

milking, ploughing, swinging an axe-..,.or more domestic crafts 

like knitting, for "in truthlt , Roberts tells us, tt.she was 

little learned in woodcraft, and lJY her mel"'e eyes could 
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scarce have tracked an elephant" (~~j 85). 

All of this compl"lses Miranda t s pbysical and social 

environment. She lives in a dichotomous landscape which is 

not of bel'" making and. against which her nature rebels. Vlliere 

~~_usta had described an attempt to perpetuate distinctions 

wi thIn the landscape, The Heart of the Anoient Wood shov,;s an 
~Q,~" rn:>"''"=''_ =-=.5>lr~ __ 

attempt" to 1"0s01 Va d~.stinctions. M:tl'a.nda t s. 1"e solution is her 

natural kinship with tl:te wilderness,· particularly with the 

animals of that wilderness who come· to know her I, as a creature 

in some way not quite a.lien to themselvestt (~, 49). When 

she wandel"s into the woods outside of pa tb or clear"ing, she 

expl:·esses bel" rejection, albeit an unconscious rejection 1'01" 
~~~ 

most of the novel, 01' the divided landscape. 

Klrst 1e t s :influence over :Miranda predom:Inates in the 

first section of the s"l;ory, until Miranda breaks free into 

the forest in the chapter entitled "The Initiation of Miranda". 

Until this incident, Miranda's confinement to the clearing 

is well documented; there is an eV61'present awareness of 

aforest edges~'-which she was not qllowecl tD pass (l-IAH, 46).1t 
1 

And there are Kirstie's sharp 'varnirtgs, as the one issued 

when lv1iranda is att!I!acted to the bear c·ub,;. a "lovely, glossy 

llttle dog" in hwr view : 

ItDog,1t (Kirstie) exclaimed sharply; IIdidn't I tell 

you, Niranda, it was!3. bear? Bears are mostly harm

less, if you leav~ them alone; but an old bear with 

a cub is mighty ugly <t. Iv;-l.nd what I say nov!" you keep 



by me and don't go too nigh the edge of the vloods. it 

C1:!AN71 71) 

But Hiranda does" of course, pass beyond· the edge of the 

woods and it is her naive attitude to wild animals that 
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compels her to do so. In her ignorance of the subtleties 

and dangers of the wilderness, she perceives the fierce 

lynx as a pussy, as she haa vievJed the bear cub as a dog" 

and bounds unthinking after it into the lights and shadOlYs 

of the "wad" (There is evidence even in these inci'dents -

j.n the f dog t and 'pussy t " - that the frame of reference is ,; 

for some inveterate aspect of her nature ,; the traditional 

culture of the SEttlement.,) Roberts ehooses this point 

in the narrative to introduce explicitly the dialectic and 

to begin to explore it.. IV:iranda f s enthusiasm for the woods, 

her empathy '\vith nature r is given its first test ,,,hen the 

lynx disappears and she discovers herself lost : 

She kne\'l that shE!' ,,,as lost. All at once the ancient 

i'lood, the i¥Ood she had longed for" the wood whose 

darkness she had never feared, became lonely~ 

menacTing, terrtble.. C1!h.N, 79) 

Here is the tnitial step in a familiar experience 
I 

for; 

characters in the novels vIe are examining, the primal 

consciousness of attraction--repulsion to the land,; the 

dialectic of glory and fear. 

Hiranda herself does not explore thi.s dialectic, 

at least she resists it and shuts it out of acknovlJ.edged 



experience until the antagonism betvJeen Kroof and young 

Dave forces her to a realization and a decision concerning 

her own nature and attitude to the landsca.pe. Ultimately 

she must redefine herself and her landscape in terms of 

the aforementioned antagonism ,,'hich is played out on the 

landscape and which mirrors analogous tensions within her

self .. 
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In the shuttlecar movement between clearing and 

forest, Niranda attempts to shut out those darker aspects 

of vlilderness life - viciousness, killing, death - \vhich 

manifest the darker aspect of nature and vlhich j.nspire 

fear~ The Pax Hirandae is the device il/hieh allovls Niranda 

to ignore these elements for a time and to indulge her 

perceptions of 'gentle nature', for she regards the folk 

of the anclent''lOod lias a gentle people, living for the 

most part in a voiceles s' amity (H:AJy,_ 124) .. It And this vj.e,'i 

is nurtuted despite the ellidence of vicious vlolves and the 

attack on the cm<lS by a lynx., By ignoring the evidence 

of her senses and by permitting herself to indulge in an 

idyllic conception of nature, Hiranda has, in effect, :built 

a fortress around her sensibilities and by extension 

around her perceptions.. The Pax lvli:C'andae is the fortress 

vTal1 9 and it is a lie.. Viciousness, l<illing, death -'

these are the ultimate blackness for i'1iranda and the Pax 

attempts to deny them, to'partake exclusively of the glory, 

c, 



the joy and beauty and friendliness of the wilderness~ 

(The folk of the forest) never killed in her 

presence, so that a perpetual truce, as it were, 

came at last to rule ilTi thin eye sgot' ojf her 

inescapable gaze. (H"lli, 128) 
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Here is the deceit, not only a denial of an inescapable 

faet of the vlilderness, but a denial too' of an inescapable 

aspect of Miranda t s ovm nature. While she vehemently 

opposes the killing of animals for meat, she herself kills 

fish for food~ forgetting that they too are furtive folk. 

But Roberts does not suggest that such inconsistencies 

should be resolved into logic, rather they are 'natural' 

aspects of human behavior. 

Hherever Hiranda moves" she takes with her a 

private vision (l1a private sanctuarylt, "vl.J. Keith calls it) 

\-vhieh,_ to the barriers of her Oiin lack of insight, enfolds 

her in a false idyll. Even "1hen she realizes the danger 

from the panther and that Kroof is 11 just like the "wIves" 

when he kills and eats the hares, such realization somehm.; -

fails to carry the force of comprehension and subsequent 

selfquestioning about the validity of the Pax Nirandae. 

Roberts explains that this truce ,·[hich she has created 

about her 'thad so long kept her eyes from the hated sight 

of blood tha.t she had forgotten death~_ and did not more 

than half believe in pain. (liAli, 1LI-9). II But this is an 



explanation after the fact of the Pax. But this is not 

the entire explanation. At the beginning of the novel 

both Roberts and Kroof acknowledge that·Niranda's eyes 

have "the keener vision, the subtler knmvledgell" "eyes 

that see everything and dannot be deceived (BAli,. 36,; 37). It 

Later" I·Hranda herself grm'lS to the realj_zation "that she 

cou~d see more clearly than even the furtive folk them-

sel ve s (I1A1d ,;. 96).11 Roberts makes much of Miranda's eyes; 
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they are tt solemn" (47) l' 11 initiated" (121)" pas sess "a 

singular transparency akin to the magical charm of the 

forest shades (11+7) .. II As a symbol they stand for l'Uranda I s 

vrooderaft, her surprising kinship with the furtive folk 

and her intuitive response to the brighter~ gentler aspects 

of the wilderness. But they betray her, for they do not 

lead her to insight : 

Her seeing eyes quite failed to see the unceasing 
tragedy of the stillness.. She did not guess that 
the furtive folk,. ,>!hom she "latched about the.ir 
business~ went always with fear at their. side and 
death lying in v-Tai t at every turn. She 1 i ttle dreamed 
that~ for most of them, the very price of life itself 
was the ceaseless extinguishing of life itself. 

(JIAv'j, 124), 

The Pax l1irandB.e, her idyllic view of the ''lOrld 

(virtually a brave ne"T v.ro~ld as is suggested by her name)). 

her laele of insight all react together to motivate 1.,1iranda 

to resolve distinctions In the landscape as she has 

attempted to resol1l8 the (louble-.edged aspects of \/lilclerness 
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life. The bOlll1dary bet'Heen clearing and i.roods, betvleen 

civilization and ,.,ilderness becomes blurred as lvliranda 

makes the entire landscape her home and invites her forest, 

friends, especially Kroof and Ten Tine~ into the clearing 

and even into the cabin. But the attempt to integrate 

completely and harmoniously the civilised ",ith the 

uncivilised, the garrison with wilderness is exposed as 

impossible to achieve in the clash bebleen young Dave 

and Kroof, and more particularly in Niranda'! s,inability to 

reconcile her feelings and loyalties to both. 

Miranda's 'initiation' into the ancient wood has 

not been an education. This education evolves -through 

the clashes bebleen young Dave and the forest animals .. _ 

First" Miranda's interdict against meat is challenged 

when Kirstie becomes ill and Dave prescribes "good,. fresh, 

roast meat",1t lVliranda is adamant against the killing of 

animals and her protests p-revail.until Dave makes a cunning 

parallel betvleen humans and bears, beh.reen Kirstie and 

Kroof who are the two creatures most beloved by Miranda. 

ll1tJe're built like the bear," says Dave, lIto live on all 

kinds of food, includin' flesh .. " (HAl<!); 222) The appeal is 

successful and 11iranda' s love for Kirstie forces her to 

rethink and ul ti~-'1ately modify her strict la1'J against eating 

flesh. In a later episode, "'hen a doe is attacked by a lynx, 

Hiranda encourages Dave to shoot., In the climactic episode, 
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when Dave himself faces death at the hands of Kroof" 

rilirandats decision is to kill Kroof. The craving for 

hwnan love which she has attempted to suppress ovenlhelms 

her '\vhen the source and object of that love faces 

extinction. In this one act of killing th~ Pax Mirandae 

is irrevocably broken and a more human aspect of Mitandats 

nature is given full play for the first time.. A signif-

icant aspect of the education ,,,,hich evolves throughout 

these incidents is Hiranda t s ever- increasing aVlareness of 

the dialectic ,; though she would undoubtedly not call It this. 

The fable ends 'vi th this realization fOl' 1'1iranda - that the 

"beJ:tiful): lost ,; 1 ittle ",orld" has been killed in the 

necessity of that final act of violence,7 that the distinctions 

in the landscape and in lv1iranda's nature have reasserted 

themselves in denial of those artificial and false 

syntheses "lhieh Hiranda had attempted to impose on the land 

and on herselfQo At the end of the novel, Miranda, Kirstie 

and Dave leave the neve'rland of vlaterfalls, fm'll1s and 

sudden suno, 
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ROUG·HING IT IN T ~ BUSH AND 
~P1ruImr'!RA.tL'1r 

WWS a Moodie's disappointment in the backwoods of 

Canada reminds me of a pseudo-historical anecdote about the 

first Vikings to reacb Greenland and the way in which they 

supposedly enticed their fellow countrymen to its shores. 

&"ic the Red, an Icelandic outla,w, discovered a large,· bar:t'0n 

isl.9.J.ld fal:> to the west of his own land about the year 1000. 

In order to attract settlers after he retuYTIed to Iceland, 

he named the island Greenland. The dlsappointmen t of the 

emigrants landing on its bleak, icy shores can be imagined. 

This was certainly not the ttedenlt that old Eric had promised 

them. 

If one looks at emigration as an Exodus, a dream of 

finding a promised land, then Bueean.a Moodie feels. that hers 

is a failed quest and that Canada is rather less than an 

Eden, if not; a paradise losts Such Em att:l.tude results from. 

the cons·taut juxte.position of 0xpectat:ton and reality, and 

Mrs" Moodie r s realJ.zation of the dispal->ity between the two. 

Mrs. M:oodie t s disappotntment threa.tens to turn her SOUl' for 

a time, but she emerges, in_th~ words of her London publisher, 

a delineation Itof foptitude undsl'" !.JroivationU , a.nd a lover of 

the new world: 
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You will soon'lee~n to love 
it, who once viewed it with 
I longed to die, -that death 
arate us forever. 

Canada as I now love 
hatred so intense that 
might effectually sep-

(p. 30) 
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How does this disappointment arise? LUce the Viking . -

emigrants to Greenland, Mrs. Moodie is caught in a.n interplay 

of hope and disillusionment. Not the hope and betl"ayal motif 

that is more comrnOl1 to Amel'lican 1 i tera tux'e~' Betrayal' seems 

to be the rad ieal r0ac '1; ion thu t follow s upon the d is solution 

of hope--the belief that SOCiety and the land are corrupted, 

that a state of innocence can be sought only in escapism. 

And the escape can be achieved only by dropping out of the 

comrn1.mity, like Huck Finn Ol~ Holden Caulfield~ Mrs. Moodie's 

movement as questor from Old World to 'New World is the f0110w-

:ing of a dl~eam. 

The ordj.l1.al""Y motives fOI' the emigration of such 
persons may be sumrned up in a few brief words ...... 
the enligrant's hope of better:i.ng his conditi0l1, 
a.nd of escaping from the vulgax" sal"ca.sms too 
often .- hurled at the Ie ss wealthy by the pUl~se 
prou.d, co:niYnonplace people of the world.. But 
there is e. higher motive still, which has its 
nru110 in that love of inde pendance wblch spl'ings 
up spontaneously in the In''6asts of a high-souled 
children of a glorious land", • G they go forth 
to make for theraselves a new name and to find 
ano'Gher country, to forget the pas t and to live 
in the fu.ture, to exult hl the prospect of their 
children being free and the land of their adop
tion grea -c. 

"Introduction to the first editiontt 

She speaks of the emigI'an ts to El Dorados and lands of Goahan , 
~......,.----~-~ 

and bow It d isappoin true nt, as a matter o.f 00'(..\.1" se, .followed the ir 

bigh ~raised expectat iOl1su (Introduc tiou).. It It looks a per.fect 



paradise D.t this distance", she says of the New World as she 

looks at it from the ship at sea. And the answer comes back, 

"Don't be too sanguine, Mrs. Moodie; many things look well 

at a distance which are bad enough when neartt (~I~~~, 24). 

This is the prelude to ber dilemna in the bush. 

In the first two chapters of ~o~tP~_]~~~_Bus~, 

Susanna Moodie delineates the predicament of the Canadian 
---

misfit in a series of vivid images. Even before the boat 

from England lands at Grouse Point, Mrs. Moodie is exposed 

to the dual aspects of her new 'home which will preoccupy her 

almost daily until sbe moves to the to""n. The two doc"liors 

who board the ship, Ita little shl"'ivelled-up Frenchman" and, 

u a fine-looking, fair-haired Scotchman!?, become emblems in 

her mind=-tt one, of vigor'ous health, the other, of hopless 

decayu (!!.!'£~, 19)" Heal tb and sickness become dom:tna.nt themes 

in the j ommal, from the cholera 13 pidenrl.c in Quebec ·to M1"8. 

Mood ie t s 1'1na1 illness in the woods, but they a1"'0 not dlscro to 

motifs unpelated to larger mythic patterns. A largel'> pattern 

does exis"1i in the dichotomous nature of Mx·s. Moodie' s environ~ 

ment: 

glory 
hope 
health 
prosperity 
splendours of nature 
civil:tzation, ganttli ty 
God as designer 

craa tor of an Eden ... 
]. ike land (p 0 33) 

darkness a.nd fear 
d:i. s i 11 us ionmen"c 
sickness 
adversity 
rigouX's of nature 
barbarlsm, rudeness 
man as spoj.ler 

and or:tg1.na tor of 
trouble (p~ 33) 



Mrso Moodie's awareness of these dualities causes her to 

mythicize the landscape, placing the -credits, as far-as 

possible, within her clearing in the woods, a clearing which 

functions as a garrison to shut out the debits. But the longer 

Mrs. Moodie lives in the wood the greatel" becomes hel" dim 

awarenes s that this [>re judice is nei thaI' true nOl' l'>easonable 

to impose upon her environment. The flowering, of -I:;his aware

ness is nipped by a move to the city. Mrs. Moodie remains 

only an incipient misfit. 

As in Wa~ous~a, two aspects of the land are distlng

, ui sbed by images of glory and of darkne ss, by reac tions of 

awe and fear .. 

As the sun rose above the hOl"izon, all these matter
of-fact circumstances were gradually forgotten and 
merged in the passing grandeur of the scene that 
rose majestically before ,me,. The previous day had 
been dal'k and stormy and a heavy cloud had concealed 
the mountain chain, which forms the stupendous back
ground to'this sublime view, entirely from our Sight. 
As the clouds rolled a .... lay from their grey I bald 
brows, and cast into clenser shadow the vast forest 
belt that girded them round, they loomed out like 
mighty gial1ts·~·~Titans of earth" in all theil" rugged 
and awful beauty·';'~a thrill of wonder and delight 
pervaded my m.lnd 0 The sp ec taole floated dimJ.:y on 
my sight- .... my eyes were blinded with tears ... -blinded 
by the excess of beauty. I turned to the right; and 
to the lef't. I looked up and down the glorious 
river; never had I beheld so many striking objects 
blended into one might whole 0 Nature had lfl.vished 
all her noblest features in producing tbu.t encha.nting 
scene. (pp" 22/23) 

01' these passages might be placed against eac:h other. 

ill 0 0 rny soul at that moment was alone with God" 
r.che shadow of his glol"Y rested visibly on the 
stupendous objects that composed that magnificent 



scene •• 0 Canadians, rejoice in your beaut-" 
fful city. Rejoice and be worthy-of bel" ••• 
and exclaim, ttShe is ours--God gave her to us in 
her beauty and strength--Y'fe will live for her 
glory<~-We will die to defend her liberty and 
righi;s ... - (p. 29) 

The lofty groves of pine :frowned down in hear86-
like gloom upon the mighty r:tver, and the deep 
stillness of the night, broken alone by its hoarse 
viaillngs, filled my mind with sad-forebodings··-
alas; too _propbetic of the future.. (p. 37) 

The majesty and awe which the land inspires imply a kind of 

freedom, but for Ml~S. Moodie the land is also barbarous, 

inbabited by tlincarnate devils'f, thj.eves and people of low 

bre.eding. The land of all her hopes is also the land of 

toil and hardships. ~he shuts herself up in bel" clearing 

in the woods with her English babes, her Old World servants, 

hel~ English gentility, her social mores which are inappl~opriate 

to hel" poslt:ton in Canada, and her cu11:;:i.vated garden, trans

forming her wilderness home lnto a bulwark against the dark 

elements of the landscape a She is not unassailable. Where 

the fOl~t In Wacousta Vias subjected to Indian raids, the Moodie 

cabin is exposed to the rigours of nature: 

The ~asti night of )che old year was ushered in with 
furious storms of wind and snow; the raftel~s of' our 
log cabin shook beneath the violence of the gale, 
which swept up frmn the lake like a lion roaring 
fOI' its prey, dl"i v:i.ng the snowflakes through eV61"Y 
open crevlce, of which there were not a few, and 
powdel'ing the floor until it rivalled hi whiteness 
the ground outside. (P. 228) 

The storm sums up a.ll the hardsldps ..... natul~al and 80cial·--

that Mrs. Moodie has endured in the busha 



Once again, a typical North American mythmaking pro

cess is in operation and is focused on the land. When she 

tries to impose the standards of genteel English society on 

backwoods conditions, ah e fails because her standards are 

inappropriate. As a result of this gulf between ber code of' 

behavior and the dome.nds of her environment, a typo of roman" 

elc, self-dl"amatization OCCU1"S Of She pictures berself in 

s'l:;ruggle with an alien society and an over-powering landscape, 

isolated in the woods from her t:rue milieu; the joul~nul might 

be subtitled "The Romance of Social Desolation't. On the 

other hand, hel" romantic views are sometimes undercut by her 

own irony, especially aftel" moral outbursts 01' passages of 

conventional literary attitudes. One visualizes' Ml'S. Moodie 

as a victim of hel'1 environmen''(;,. one of the f1.rst in a long 

line of Canadian misfits who cannot fit comfortably into the 

land and society around them. Catherine Po..l'r Traill, Mrs. 

Moodie I s sistel', accepts the wilderness as she finds it and 

easily adapts. Susanna can seemingly not react that way. At 

f:1.pst sha cons:i.ders ita better lot not to become part of the 

'Canadian society J not to bend to the will of the wilderness, 

not to par-i;ake of the bu.sh society because that would be to 

embrace inferior values. In her view, those who succeed best 

:tn the backwoods society are those who resist it, who erect 

barI'iers to keep ont the savage new world and isolate them

selves in the sanct:I.ty of their own beliefs. Susanna Mooelie's 
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initial solution is to practice the romance of social deso-

1ation. But !:.0}l.~1.~!.n_~ betrays tbe presence of 

a rebell:tous artistic tempre.ment. 

It is this artistic temprament and Mrs. Moodie's ro-

mantic ability to internalize t,he landscape tha. t - save her 

fl"'OlU the confines of bel" ovm rigid beliefs, for she does no-l.i 

exist simply wi th:l.n the narrowness of a garrison sensib'ility. 

I could· once more hold sweet converse with nature, 
and erijoy the -soft loveliness of the rich and hal""" 
monious scene.' (p~ 40) 

It was while reposing beneath those noble'trees 
tha t I had first indulged in thos e del ic leils 
dreams \vhich are a foretaste of the enjoyments 
of the spil~itland& In them the soul breathes 
fOI'th its aspiratIons in a language unlmovm to 
comm,on minds; and that language is Poetry. 

(po 55) 

The cheerless and uncomfortable aspect of things 
without never fails to produce a corl"espondlng 
effect upon the m:i.nds of those within G " (t q 

(p. 151) 

Northrop Frye's comment that 'Mrs. Moodie is a ttone 'woman 

garJ'isonlt is not entirely ju.st. There is a movement between 

'garrison' and nature in hel" sporadic empathy with the wlldoa 

erness. 

Towards the end of her journal, Mrs. Moodie seems 

nostalgically willing to accept the dualities of her environ-

ment" altheugh she is being compensated for hel' JGrials in the 

bush by an escape to the c1 ty, a centre of civilisation. 

II Our condition is so much improvedu , she notes (Po 226), II that 

we look less to the dark than to tbe sunny side of tht-3 land-
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scapett 
e, lIel' l"omantlcism and responses to nature, her tendQncy 

to self-dramatization have, to som6 extent, funct;ioned as out-
. . 

lets for hel' confining, quasi~puritanical 'attitude to life .. 

She has not broken the garrison mold, but one senses that 

there. is more resilience (one almost wants to say tolerance), 

in her attitude to the wilderness and backwoods society; 

certainly there is a note of nostalgia: 

MallY painful and conflicting emotions agitated my 
mind, but found no utterance in words, as we ent
ered the forest path, aud I looked my last upon 
that htinfule homB consecrated by the memory of a 
thousand sorrows. Every object had become endear.;. 
ed to me during my long exile from civilized life. 
r loved the lonely lake, wIth its magnificent belt 
of dark pines sighing in the breeze; the cedar 
swamp, the snmmer home of my dark Ind ian friends; 
rily· O\vn 1i ttle gal'den with' its rugged snake f'enee 
4) .. I) vihere I had so often braved ·the tormenting 
mosquitoes, black flies and intense beat, to 
provide vegetables for the use of the family. 

(po 231) 

Aga:1n the juxtaposition of glory 01-> magnificence and darlmess" 

Certa.inly, she acquirea empathy, a sensitivity to the strivings 

and aceomplismnents of the settlers. 

One of her final religious outburstson the nature of 

man is composed of images which seem to bave been leal'ned 

f1"om her dim awareness of the dialectic of her environment ..... 

the glory and the dal~lrness set in a Christian context: 

Man'still remains a half-reclaimed s9.vago ; the 
leaven 'of Chx'ist;iani ty is slowly and surely working 
its way 9 bu'!; it has not yet changed the· vlhole lump, 
or trensformed the deformed into the beatlteous 
child 61' God" 011, foi" that glorious day, It is 
coming. The dal'lk clouds of' humanlty are already 
tinged wi'eh the golden radiance oi' the dawn, but 



the sun of righteousness has not yet arisen upon 
the world with he a.ling on his wings; the light of 
truth still struggles in the Vlomb of darkness, 
and man stumbles on to the fulfillment of his -sub-
lime and mysterious destiny. (p.221) 

This destiny 1s not pictured as a synthesis of light and 
- . 

dark, but as a triumph of light over dark, as it properly 

is in the Christian tradition. But the journal ~ou~~t 

. L~ .!?u_sh is not a demonstration of such a trimnph. And 

less is ita synt~hesis of the glory and the darkness, unless 

-the acce ptance of both, existing ~ide by side in a duality, 

be accepted as a syn thetlc solution to the misfit's predica-

ment$ Mrs. Moodie, in retiring to the city, seems to have 

been spaX'od the necessity of testing this solution by endurance 

in the bush, and to have left the reader with a sense of 

missed opportunity for personal growth. 
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Mrs. Moodie was a woman at war with herself. She 

built a fortress in the woods to bous"e cel ... tain Old World 

sensib:i.li ties and standards, and yet occas ionally liberated 

herself from the boundaries of that fortress in romantic 

communion with nature. But her na1"l"ative realizes an a1"o11e-

typal pattern by symbolically placing garrison sensibilit5.es 

in the clearing in the woods. Frederick Philip Grove, a 
" . 

single m8.11 moving across. the Pl"~irie landscape in his cutter, 

is both man and fOI'tress. He houses Vii thin himself dual 

attitudes to the land arismg from tensions between dLfferent 

kinds of perce ption anda1"tis tic purpose:l as Mrs. Moodie he.d 

experiencEd social and moral tensions. At the same tIme, Grove 

in his cutter sta.nds for garrison man in his fortress •. Again, 

the landscape provides a readYtt·made symbolic structure with 

wbj.oh to expres s tho ae tensions~ 

~E~.!.~.T~_~,lll!.is a particularly pure form of 

the 'mal1-5.n=anD~alien-landscape t story, not only of the dil"'ec'c 

and elemental confro:r;ttatloI:1. o~ nature and man, but of t:be 

man who loves natu11 e. As Grove himself says in "the ItPl""efaca": 

These drives soonbecitiae wha'G made my 11.fe worth 
living~ I am an outdoor creature--I have lived 
fOI' several years 'on the tramp'-""I love Uature 
more than Man. (XV) 

FX'Ol11 this aff:i.nity wit~h natnJ'eGrove grasped that the Canadian 

enviponrnent could be util:tzed as a metE!-phor for ·the humail 

condi t,:ton, which was tragiC at \riorst and oontradiotOl"Y at baste 

This aspeot of Grove's art is best exemplified in his sooial 
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In Over novels, Settlers of t~~1a,rsh and .The Joke <?f_y..ifJZ- --
~~~':grails" as ~n l..11:. §..~.i:h 2%_ My.~21! and other autobio

graphical work, Grove, by observing the processes of nature, 
- . 

and by seeing nature as a metaphor for the human condition, 

discovers his unique role to be that of artist--artist as 

observer and explorer of the human condition, and artist as 

ro'>ticula tor of what it means to be a human being. 

III these descriptions of seven journeys, Grove is 
- ._. --

playing variations on a theme, contriving moods and rearl'lang

ing perspectives as the changeable elements i.'rl nature (the. 

weather and the seasons) alter the constant (the physical . . 

terl""a.in). 'rhesG are journeys of self-discovery~"",Groye in a 

proc.ess or honing his Rwal"eness and percep'l;;ions on the whim-

sical and paradoxical forces of nature. 

Each chapter begins with a depart1.u'lEl and ends with 

a,n arrival; seven times the movement swings from t:tncertainty 

and determ.lned steel:J.ng of. the nerves as Grove sets out to 

brave the hazards of the Prairie, to emotional reI ief in the 

knowledge of security and safe ty at hi s wife's cabin or the 

toVv.a where he teaches., The movement is also from town to 

rUl"al community, fromresidenc0. to_ho~, from civilisation 

through wilderness to civilisatione In between lies the meat 

of the book, the, _ 5 oU~l.leys ~hem.sel ves ==ex~el'~mer~ ts in isola'bion, 

tests of endurance, confrontations with nature b And wbat 

al"iSt3S from each of these is a confrontation witb self, the 
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subject or the natural metaphor. Each journey is a redis

covery and reorientation or both route and traveller; and 

each is also one man's excursion into the realm of Nature, 

conce ived by the traveller in terms or imagination and whimsey. 

There is· only one character in the book--Fredcrick Philip 
-. -- -- - ". ~~ .... 

Grov;e, schoolteacher, traveller, and author~-but there 1s 

more than one personality_ This is why Grove chose to relate 

the same journey several times. He wants the reader to re-

alize how the variety of sensibilities that the different 

Groves have in the book operate when plummeted into the im-

agina ti va:l a.r·tis ti(} world of Natu.re, which 1s ripe for this 

lnterpretation plnced upon it by rnanl) Nature as both art;ist 

and wOl"k of art is most explicitly shown in the chapt;ers 

entitled lISnowtt and \tWind and Waves". I note with interest 

that the changeable aspects of nature (fog, snoVl, wind) are 

pictu.red as an artist who disguises and transforms JGhe con

stant, inval"iable physical limds?ape. Thus, the author's 

vision may be. pel'sonal, foctAssing on the soli tary figur-e of 

himself in the landscape, but it also encompasses a kalie

doscopo of pers<?uali ties 0 Nature becomes a metaphor for -the 

human condition. 

As the title suggests, "Farms and Hoads!!, the 1.uitial 

journey for both Grove ~ld the reader, is a mapping out or 

the physical t01'1"'ain ovel~ which Grove must tl"8.vel to his wife; 

it is a journey of initiation and orientation to the geography, 



involving all the surprises and novelty of the first time. 

Grove's attention, in this tDne of discovery, is focussed 
- -

on landmarks and those natuI'al aspects of which he is most 

fond--wildlife, trees and busbes--the varieties of prairie 

existence. More than ffilything else, the reader is forced to 

see the author's surroundings and, as th~ same time, is allow

-eO. to we. tch the author behave in thos e SUl" round iLlgS <t Thus, 

an intel'esting double perspect5_ve j_s set up for the reader. 

While Grove the traveller feeds us information about his 

environment that will be useful in subsequent chapters, we 

have the opportunity to perceive the manner in which he is 

impressed by nature-~the "how" as well as the "whatU of his 

observations. Grove the author leaves the door open for 

ironic and satiric comment on his own personality. 

I have said that Grove's a.ttention in the first chap

ter is on see:tng and noticlng, on filing away for futtu's ref

erence; anothel" way of putting 't;his j.s to say tbat his interests 

are fouilded on obs,ervntion: for example, his long, pseudo"" 

sclent:i,flc excursions into the nature of fog for'mation 01' 

snow adfoliat:i.on. Such ObSel:'irat:J.o:n shows a scientific and 

empirical sensibility, a belief in knoll/ledge that orlginates 

:in accurate observation of experience. Throughout the Seven 

journeys it appears at v{ar with the artistic, intuitive and 

imaginative fOI'C8S.. Yet, as one slowly real:1zes, Grove gi1Tes 

free play to both B.spects of hIs personal:tty, utilizing now 
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one, now the other in moments of reverie or crisis. As he 

says in "Wind and Waves" , 

Observing means to me as much finding words to 
express what I see, as it means the seeing itself. 

(p. 108) 

An overview reveals that science and empiricism not only 

generai~e Grove's artistic compulsions, they are important 

forces in the artistic act. The wedding of 'fact' and 'mood' 

in an j_ntegral system of artistic creativity and of aesthetic 

appreciation is jarred several times in the book, but Grove's 

acknowledgement of this only reinforces a basic affinity 

between the two. Here is a passage from t~Snowll ilnmediately 

following the accident with the cutter on the snowbank. The 

accident bas shocked Grove out or his reverie and made him 

more wwy of wat;ching the path. He has regained his equili-

briulIl ill the real world .. 

On the bush road the going was good again--now and 
then a small dpift, but nothing al~l.rming anyt'Vhere. 
The anti-climax had set in. Again the speckled 
trunks of the balm poplars s truck my eye, now inter
spersed with the scarlet stems of the red osier 
dogwood. But they failed to cheer me=-tbey were 
mere facts, unable to stir moods • ~ ~ \'t (P. 88) 

The dialectic for Grove is the confining methodology of sc:i.ence, 

empiricism ru~d fact (the path), versus the liberating, but 

dangerous expanse of mood, reveri.e and intuition (the Prairie 

wilderness).. The energy of the dialectic rises from his 

dependance now on one, now on the other, his quick shifts 

between the two and his attempts to sJln-chesize them so that 
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they will mesh 8.ud Vlork for him together. The problem in 

Over Prairie Trails is, at one level of interpretation, 
~~~~ 

specifically al~ttstic and is revealed in the drama be)Gween 

man and Nature played out on an archetypal landscape. 

The chapter ttFogtt pits the eyes~-:L'1strmnents of 

scientific observation·,,,,agamst imagination and intui tion-.. 

artistic facul t:J.es. What are the expec·tatiol1s raised about 

a jom~ney in heavy fog along a fa.miliar route? We know that 

. because physical vision is blurred,past experiences and 

stored observations will h ENG to co--operate w1th imaginative 

and in ttli tive facul ties 1n avoiding the traps tba t fog designs 

for the unwary w The word It des ignsU admits the idea of fog 

as artist; fog, like darkness, snow and wind, is treated as 

a transforming agent, altering the geography set up in the 

in:J. tial chapter "Farms and Roads tt • 

tlFogU begins with a description of the painstaking 

precautions that Gl'ove the real is t makes before he ventm'es 

into the fog; he utilizes past experience and acquired know-

ledge in anticipation of possible hazm"ds. After buying a 

second horse, with sc iel1tific perspicacity he outfits hirllself 

and hls cutter; all the preparatj.ons are outlined in detail 

for tbe reader. When Grove says, aNow maybe the reader has 

already noticed that I am a rathel'" thorough-going personll , 

he merely underlines what emerges from the text--the analytic 

liannEl::\:' in which he approacbes phenom.ena and the systematic 
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ways in which nature impresses him. A pr'imrose by a river f s 

brim would never be just a primrose by a river's brim for 

Grove~ It would be of a certain species with definite 

cbarac}teristics, or it would be a fairy's boat moored to the 

river bank, depend5ng on his mood o One very quickly becomes 

clued to sentences like, til ha.ve made a s"Gudy of just such 

mists on a very much smaller scale ll ; they invariably herald 

an excursion into scientific observation and experiment. But 

on this journey, the fog :frustrates" this part of Gl"'OV e' s 

character, the delight in diseerni.."'1.g the workings of nature: 

I had hardly time to take in the details that I 
have de sCJ:>ibed before I was enveloped in the folds 
or fog. (p~ 22) 

The rest of the journey concerns o.bscured vision and sharpened 

perception. 

First, the fog is seen merely as a natural phenomenon 

s;ud an object; ofstudy~ tf I am interested :in things meteor-

ologieala , says Gl"ove 0 This begins the section (pages 27 to 

32) in which Grove ·becomes disoriented, the narl"OW path Which 

l:i.nks the centres of civilisation a.nd securii;y (town and wife's 

cabin) is lost, and he calls upon his knowledge of fogs and 

his me"\:;iculous p1"eparat1.ons to set him right again" Every-

thing starts to go wrong~~the lantern goes OU"Ij; he has immense 

difficulty lighting a match; the horses bolt and he loses his 

sense of direction~ Even his "habit of observlng the smallest 

details" betrays him; in the enveloping fog he simply cannot 
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"reason out" the cOl~rect direction. Fog has upset the effic-

f},cy of his realistic preparations and his scientific personality. 

ImagL'l1atlve perception fills the vacuum left by the 

inoperation of the eyes, and Grove moves easily into the realm 

of fantasy: 

Now, as soon as I was well engulfed in the fog, I 
had a few surprises. I could no longer see the 
road ahead ••• The s·1;111ness of the grave envel
oped me • 0 • the silence wasopppessive--i;he misty 
impenetrability of the atmosphel>e was appa1ing • • • 
Darkness was falling fas·!;, falling, for it seemed 
to come from above: most~ly it rises·~ .... from out or 
the shadows under the trees "",oadvsncing" :fighting 
back the powers o:f light above. (p. 27) 

At first, the reality~oriented parti of Grove is frustI'ated 

by the demands of imag:rna tionj 11e has ttm.uny a stumble" because 

be cannot forsake unew obsex'vations of the fogU (Q!!, 30). 

But finally, the minute observation of parJGiculax's and the 

scientific spiX'it surrender themselves to a more fanciful 

aspect: 

I lea..ned back again and I watched the whole of the 
light-cone. Snow white whisps would float and cUl"l 
througb it in gr'a.ceful curves, stirx>ed into motion 
by the horses trot~ Or a wreath of it would start 
to dance, as if §ently pulled or plucked at .fx>om 
above; and it would revolve, faster towards the end, 
and fade again into the shadows behind. (pp~ 32-33) 

As he watobes the fog, defeated in all attempts to rise above 

its ba.z8.rds, it becomes an object of beauty and magic in 

Grove's imagination; but while he becomes mesmerized, his 

attention to real hazards on the road lapses: 

to <) " th:l.s silence of the grave waS 81;i11 mope per-
fect, still more uncanny and ghostly, because it 
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left the imagination entirely free, without limit-
ing it by even as m.uch as a suggestion. (p. 33) 

By abandoning himself to fancy, the traveller effectively 

loses control of operation in the real world. As Grove drifts 

into reverie, he presents a parable-like story concerning' 

fog-bound marshes in Finland and how travellers were found 

in the mornings, dead in the woods, victims of fog and mist. 

This is an artist's viSion, but a nightmare vision ~ la 

Baude).aire. The artist is depleted at the end, sucked dl'Y' 

from an overactive intagina tion too far removed from realities. 

The fog is a trap for the fanciful; the vision ends in doutb. 

If the reader has been ~buying' Grove's l:l.ttle allegory, he 

is fOl'>ced to conclude that a complete sepal"'ation. from l?eality 

and a surrender to uncontrolled imagina"tion creates a sterile 

artist :i.c mil leu. At this point, Grove is j 01 ted back into 

reality as the buggy rum.bles over tbo bumpy logs of t;welve-

mile bridge; he is pulled away from the fog t S ,tr'up by a 

fam.iliar experience, a knovm lan.dmark tha·t the fog ca.nnot 

disguise.. The intel">play between reality and imagine. tion is 

now an overt aspect of Grove's consciousness: 

I was trying even at the tima to decide how much 
of what I seamed to div:ine rather than to perceive 
WIlS imagina'Gion and ·how much reality~ (po 36) 

The incident at the flooded bridge illustrates the 

:interaction of illusion and rea.lity.. At first, the glirrnners 

of tbe lantern and the small thin voice comlng out of the 

fog have an eerie other'world quality; but as these obscu:esd 
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phenomena define themselves more clearly, Grove realizes 

that they are a child with three lanterns guarding the bridge. 

The boy's signal is designed to lead his father, who is out 

in the fog, to the bridge; the youth operates on :intuition 

but; does something practical about it in a manner--light--

well suited to tbe circumstances~-fog and darkness. Grove, 

on the other hand, in consoling the boy's fears of a possible 

accident to his father at the bridge, is being deductive and 

'reasonable', figur 1ng ou -c that if -the 1"a ther had not conte 

already he probably wouldn't be along. When the boy acts on 

hl8 intuition, be effectively accomplishes what observation 

and reasonabloness alone cannot accomplish in the fog; he 

sets tl"avellers on the right track and helps them avoid 

obscured pitfalls. 

Grove is strongly attl'acted to the impressions a.nd 

transforming powel"' of the fog: 

o " 0 a new impression thrust itself upon me. I 
call it an impression, not an observationo It 1s 
V81'Y hru~d to say what was reality, wbat was fancy 
all a night lilw thato In sp:tte of its air of un
l'>eallty, of improbability even, it h8.s stayed with 
me as one of my strongest visions. (po i1:0) 

But be does not completely rej sct obsel~vat;tOl1 and x·eal i ty 

fOl" imagina tion- ... the pal'''able of tbe Finnish fogs VlaI'US agains t 

this; there is a delicate balanoe between them, the expl"'essioll 

of which is Grove t s art. When he comes to write the stories 

of his j oUY'neys, he tells us, 

I have my very definite not-es, and besides theI'a 
1s the picture j.n my mind. In spite of my own 



uncertainty I can assure you, that this is only 
one -quarter a poem woven of' impress ions; the 
other three-quarters are reality. But, while I 
am trying to set down ~acts, I am also trying to 
render moods and images begot by them. (p. 41) 
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The scientific mind which confines itself to an empirical 

view of the world and the artistic sensibility w~ich surrenders 

itsel~ to fantasy find themselves partners to the same disease: 

It shows to what extent a man may be hypnotized 
into insensibility by a constant sameness of view, 
that I was mistaken. (p. 41) 

Grove, in his dialectic experience, is led to realize the 

meaning of the landscape in which he operates. Neither the 

pattern of confined paths nor the patternless meander:ing 

wildex'nes-s arc by themselves workable ethics for lifa 01" f'or 

a:J. .. t. 

The f'inal incident strengthens the effectiveness of 

the intel'action between intuition, imaginatlon, obsex'vat ion 

and practicality". All the careful preparations of the cuttal" 

prove useless when Grove tries to avoid slipping do~~ the 

icy grade :in to the swamp. Grove has to employ both intuition 

and past experience to figure out Where he is on the grade. 

What finally steel"S him in the right direction is, onc"e again, 

a light set up by a person acting on intuition and a real 

sense of danger==his wife come50ut to meet him. 

Something told me.. He's at the culvert now, and 
if I do not run, be will go down into the swamp. 

(p~ 42) 

"Fogtt ends with the as sertlon that the dl'" ive" des pi-ts all 
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hazards, was !tin itself ••• a thing of beauty" not to be 

missed by solflsh me". 

Grove f s aesthetic and his artistic process are in 

some sense a f s-ynthesis T of his empiricism and his imagination 

and intuition. But the s:Y11.thesis is one of co-exlstence and 

interaction rather than of elements from the two balves 

coalescing to form a distinct third. The artistic problem 

of dialectic experience and the search for sy:n.the.sis, as it is 

symbolized in the landscape, is analogous on one level to 

Mrs. Moodie's moral-social dilerona and to the paradox of 

lY.~.~~" with their symbolic, dichotom.ous le.ndscapes ·of 

garrison, clearing in the woods and forest wilderness. Each 

of these pr~sents a duality of experience which necessitates 

a sbuttling back and forth between the two aspects concerned 

ln ordel" for the central figul'e to part.ake of' each aspect. 
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AS Fa R 1I'lE AND MY· HO USE --- ... ""- .. ~....... ,.. - . 

Wac_~~ and ~ugh.~g 1E in. the Bnsh are works which 

deal with the forces that cause people to erect barriers 

around their eOllnllunity. The£~ are both the forces of NOl""th 

.Amer iean wilderness, a rigorous and hostile land with no 

pl'>eeedents for social organization, and the familiar charac-

teristics of Europe, cultural standards and traditions which 

fill the social vacuum of the New World by providing a con .. 

tinuum with the old. Because the above works were wr i tten 

at a time when Canada. was still l)sing settled, they suggest 

that those forces are rooted in the frontier existence, are, 

in effect, nourished by those ethnic, l"'eligious and cultul"al 

bonds with Old World European c :tv:i.lisa'tion which pl~ovlde a 

common heritage on which groups of pioneers can draw for a 

coherent sense of community. Inevital)ly the front:l.er~pioneer 

society dies outo As the wilderness recedes and bows to 

improved cOl11raunications, greater ntunbers of emigr811ts and 

urban development, the perameters wh:tch limit and define this 

society fade.. Eventually the pioneel~ nucleus of the community 

dies out too. But the liter'atu~('e of the country, having 

dl"awn themes and images from frontier times~ does not acknow .. 

ledge this passing away; the major Canadia.n motif of a cornmun

ity bound together in opposition to and protection against the 

104-
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external 1"or08s of nature survives as a potent myth 1"or 

Ii terary artists. In both the frontier and the post~frontier 

ages, the frontier garrison society often becomes the family 

(as in Wild Gees~), and the house or small town takes over 

the role of English fort and olearing in the woods. As For 

~e 2Ei. My Hou.se and !1!?~ Has §~~ ~Vinq are prairie novels 

of this type; they also present a more fully developed pic

ture of the C8.11.adian misfit's di1enma than we have seell so 

far. 

S.inc1air Ross is a writer who chooses to write within 

a cogent J r'eourrent cyole of myths and symbols ~-the Prairie 

metaphor, the misfit artist isolated from a generally alien 

society, the shuttlec8.1" existence of the misfit between 

'garrison' and 'wildentess'. As we have seen, other Cruludian 

writers hS.d already for'mulated these' themes and images by the 

time Hoss oame to write A~~!'.2~~}le ~~!?:£J~~.~.!~,; they had 

already given form '(;0 a national mythology_ The wl"'iter who 

draws upon such a body of ma teria1' (as Ross and Mitchell have 

done in their novels and short stories) must utilize these 

s-ymbolj.c patterns with an economy and artlessness that does 
.... 

justice to the intentions of his ar·t, that avoids .lehe extl"emes 

of loading every !'ift with ore on one ha.nd or, on the other, 

of leaving exposed the bony stl'ucturos of imagery and sY111bolism. 

Mitchell and Ross are both subject to those sbortcom1ngs. 

At times tbe symbols are asked to do too much, to illuminate 
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characters who seem unable to flesh out themselves, and the 

symbols end in ambiguity. While Who Has Seen the 1N:ind and 
~~_Q" .. "~ ....... ~~-

As ?~_~n'£"&.B;ouse are perceptive enough and artful 

enough to successfully communicate the sensitivities of artists 

in conflict, the images and syTflbols from which they draw 

sustenance can be a yoke on the novelist's expressiori. I 

cannot agree with Roy Daniells who says in his ttIntroductionlt 

to As, r<?!'~. an,d My' ~: 

The inner and outer worlds of the Bentleys corres
pond perfe c tl y, bu't there is no need to th ink of 
symbolism or a mirror image, for the truth 1.s that 
~1 the simplest fashion their lives are the product 
of living in such an environment. Now and again 
some detail takes on symbolic force, as when the 
false fl"onts of the Ii ttle street, so prominently 
displayed at the beginning of the novel, are a.t t~e 
end blown down by the storm. But, by and large, 
the rock-bottom strength of the plot, ach:teved at 
the cost of deliberate limitation, insures that 
almost the full weight and pressure of the narra
tive will be experienceq by the reader who takes 
all in the most literal fashion.l,g 

Tbe mirror l.mage I nal;ur0 as metaphor for the buma:il condition 

in the landscape, is ru1 all too conscious aspect of Ml~s. 

Bentley's perceptions to function in the hidden way that 

Daniells -suggests. I wen'G to look first at the geography of 

tho novel, and at the images of centre and reced:tng perspec .... 

tive, and how they il1u~inate the dialectic experience of 

Mrs. Bentley .. 

19Roy Daniells, It Introductiontt , As. For Me and M:y 
House (New Canadien Lib1"ary adl tion; Toronto-t~!lcrrr"elfancr and 
S~t!l 19'70), pa vi. 
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In the one hundred and sixty pages o~ the novel, 

Philip Bentley can t t have more than a bal~ dozen pages o~ 

dialogue, poss ibiy not as much a.s the minor characters Paul 

and Mrs. Bird. Yet, Philip is ostensibly the ~ocus o~ the 

narrator's interest, the central aspect o~ Mrs. Bentley's 

life. Although the reader will ultimately know more about 

Mrs. Bentley and will understand her better, this will be 

only after concentrating his attention with Mrs. Bentley on 

ber husband. Part o~ the difficulty of the novel's resolution 

is this lack o~ knowledge about Philip that the reader has, 

especially the ambiguity about his capabilities, or at least 

his potentialities as an artist. Philip's emergence from 

the suf~ocating, jnhibitil1~ town (blowing down the ~alse 

:fron ts), his shuffing off the masquerade of clergyman in pre ... 

paration fOl" artistic tl"'iumphs have been determined by Mrs. 

Bentley as the motives in her scheme of escape and as the 

culmination of the novel. But, wbat is the nature of ·\;he 

Bentleya r n escl3.pe'~? And what are Phil ip I s chances of success 

as an artist? 

The first diagram represents the Bentleys I existence 

at its most typical in the landscape of a1 ianation. Philip 

is at the centre of the landscape, alone in his study. The 

study is a stronghold against his wife, aga:lnst the towns ... 

people who 8.l.")e his unwanted parishioners, and against his 

OVlf!1 failures as an artist" As with her ventures :i.l1to the 
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town, Imrs. Bentley ~eels alien and a trespasser in the study; 

this is Philip's retreat, away from even her. The study is 

a centre for both Philip's religious and al"tistic activities: 

the former a meaningless ritual in which he is trapped but 

which he per-forms well, the latter a condition to which he 

aspires but in which he is not inspired. Philip is a spiri

tually mummified clergyman, huddled within the dark tomb of 

what he does not want to be and, at the same, time he is an 

embryonic artist within the womb of art, waiting to be born. 

The study is at the centre of the landscape, furthest possible 

away from the outer circle of prairie and natUl"e, whOI'a inspir

ation and revitalization are to be found, as Mrs. Bentley 

finds them. This is the image of Philip in bis study. - He 

has closed the door agaL'I'lst his wi.fe and a door' has closed 

:in her mind; he has locked out; nature and has cut himself 

off from inspiration and the sparkle of insigbt~-the non-' 

communication is complete. The Bentleys, in tbeir bouse and 

in their emotional and social lives, are two small circles 

mobile with:In the conf1nes of a larger circle j two small 

circles often touching, never merging, separate from each 

other but joined in mutual awareness and in isolation from 

the connnuni ty outs-ide. 

Mrso Bentley is mistress of the T'est of the house, 

a parsonage (symbol of Pbj.lipfs failure, edif:tce of the 

Bentleys t false front), a honle which holds them together and 
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functions as a protective sbell to the inner study, allowing 

Philip his secret role as lartistf. The house is a strong

hold against the repressive forces of the ~own, against its 

bypocrisy and prejudices, its false fr'onts.. Only Paul and 

Judith and Mrs. Bird who have common bonds with the Bent~ys 

a1"e truly welcome. Wi thin his study, the inner core of the 

landscape, Philip is not merely aware of the to~n, he is 

preoccupied wi th the tmvn. Again and again he draws a street 

of false fronts battling with the wind to remain standing. 

The picture as symbol can refer to the antagonism of garrison 

sensibility and nature, or' more specifically to Ph:tlip's false 

fran t of clergyman at war v{ith his m-.tistic yearnings. 1'er-

haps the symbol of the drawing is somewba't inadequate (Ol" 

ambiguous) as an analogy to tbe picture of Philip that Ross 

and Mrs. Bentley present to the reader. Except for the holiday 

on the ranch away from the town when he paints, Philip's 

artisJGic nature seems more petulance and groping for artic'ulation 

than the rage and energy suggested 'by the wind in the drawings. 

If one follows Mrso Bentley moving outward from the 
I , 

house, one passes through the garrison tom1 of false fronts, 

a stronghold against the prairie wilderness, snuggled self-

protectively close to the landscape, like the tovm in Wbo Has 
~-..-.-........... - ... 

Seen the Wind and the conulluni ty in The Double Hook. As in 
------.~-....- ~---....~- ....... --.-~ 

Philip's pictures, in real life the town is subject to the 

forces of l1.ature--the wind, the suffoca tiing dust and the 
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oppressive heat. The to'IJm is physically similar to the 

Bentleys' mental experience of it. Again, the inner and 
. 

ou"l:;e1" worlds correspond in a mirror image as tbe narratol"'-

au·Ghor utilizes the landscape as a metaphor for the human 

condition. Surrounding the town J dwarfing it, hemming it in 

is the illimited Prairie, "tbe wilder'ness outside of night 

and sky, with this one l:i ttle spo·t of Horizon hung up lost 

in its immensitY1. While the house is a stronghold against 

the town J the prairie is a haven. from it, a place to go and 

think things out, to be touched by nature and stirred with 

imagination, to be alone and outside the inner, hostile 

circles of confined existence. Mrs. Bentley is drawn natur-

ally to the prairie; Phil ip is not. In Over Prairie T~ails 
i"'~~~""'~""""~~~ 

and yfuo_~-..:.~~>~Y~.~~ the prairie functions as a stinmlus 

to artistic sensitivity and gl"owth, as it does in the ranch 

section of Ross's novel. Out of her experience of the prairie 

and her gl'asp of the dialectic energy that compels her back 

and forth on the landscape, Mrs" Bentley keeps a diary, which 

is the novel we are reading. Hers is the concrete artistic 
, 

achievement. The prairie around Horizon is most typically 

seen as a symbol of temporary freedom from the town, fJ:'om the 

house and from Philip. r.(1he prairie is Mrs. Bentley's study. 

She dj.scovel~s a kind of freedom there. 

Cutting across the landscape is the railway, a s~nbol 

of escape, but not, I think, necessarily an escape to freedom 
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from repression and false fronts. The tra.in may move across 

the prairie wilderness, but it stops only at various 'garrisons' . 
along the way; and it is a t these that the BentleyS j.nevitably 

disembark. When Philip was young the train offered the means 

of escape, the Chur.ch, the object of escape; but _that ttescape lt 

has trapped him in a relentless thin, cold, ns.rrow life. 

Mrs. Bentley's walks along the ra5.lroad tracks are consciously 

taken as a temporary escape or reI ie1'. In her greater wisdom 

and courage, developed in the prairie wilderness, she realizes 

tha t true freedom does not lie in taking a train away from 

this Horizon to another horj.zon which will be exactly the 

same, bu'c in ending their ill~fitting roles within the church 

to develop ·the artist in Philip. Freedom is in self-fulfillment 

and self-expression, not merely in escape. Mrs. Bentley is 

the true productive art:ts-tj as I have all"eady pointed out, 

she writes the novel which we are reading. 

A large, outer circle which encompasses all might be 

dl'awn to represent Mrs. Bentley! s min.d--hr3r percep·tion and 

ima.g:iJ.1ation which transform the prairie geography into a land-
I 

soape metaphor of her existence~ She provides such an over

view because she moves from circle to circle. But one must 

remember, as the diary stru.cture of the novel suggests, that 

this overview originates from somewhere neal'" the centre, from 

the parsonage itself. As &: participator in the events her 

point of view is from the ground and :l t is her experience at 
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this level that provides her with the natural metaphor, the 

correspondence between inner and outer worlds. The overview 

is an accumulative effect of the novel, built of· her descrip-

tions and her reflections. 

Moving down to ground level, the points of view become 

diagrams 6 and 7. Throughout the novel on6 is aware of these 

two pictures, of the image of a· perspective receding to a 

vanishing point. Mrs .. Bentley con~'dstently x'eturns to that 

railway track stl"et;ching away from false-fronted Horizon, 

receding and diminishing to a point on tr~ prairie horizon. 

One is reminded of Tennyson t s UUlysses!l, 

All experience is an arch wherethro' 
Gleams that untravelled world whose margin fades 
Forever and fOl"ever when I move. 

Mrs. Bentley, on the prairie, is aware of that ethic of life 

and aspires to the hOl"izon, seeking the fulfillment of self 

for both herself and for Philip. Her perspective on the 

wide -open expanse of existence and hmuan potent iali ty puts 

the limited town of Horizon in its proper place--one confined 

little spot hung up lost in immensity. As she looks out along 

her receding perspective, unobstructed by false fronts~ out-

side the restrictive ciroles of house and town, she is capable 

of dream:ing of escape and finally of schem.ing to realize that 

escape. Because Ph:tlip is a shadowy, ambiguous figure, v/hether 

that escape is to freedom·.s ambiguous. 

Ross bas made Philip's perspective s5.milar ~m design. 
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But in his drawings, Horizon usurps tbe entire landscape; 

the false fronts block out nature and tbe horizon of poss-

ibilities, limit his view and, perhaps, minimize his artistic 

abilities II 

Something has happened to his drawing this last 
year or two. There used to be feeling and human
i ty in it. It was warm and positive and forth
right; but now everything is distorted, intens
ified, alive with thin, cold, bitter life. 

(po 17) 

The dog El Greco is named after an artist who, I would say, 

in his dj.storted, intensified paintings, discovers feeling 

and humanity in the spectres of thi.n, cold, bitter life. Tbe 

mirror il11.q,ge of the drawing is effective for Philip's morose, 

reclusive emotional and social state. The vacation at the 

ranch rea,wakens Philip to the horizon of his potentIality 

as artist, as the girl Judith from the prairie pierces through 

all the circle s of protectiveness to touch his tendel'~ness ot 

sp:i:r-it and revitalise his awareness of self as a man. Juditb' s 

voice, we learn, is in harmony with the wind, responds to it, 

rides with it (4!~, 38), so one aspect of nature does reach 

Philip in the fortress of his study. These ideas are suggested 

in Mrs. Bentley's narrative. 

Only when the wind blows down the false fronts at the 

end of the novel doe s Philip t s point of viev., seem to a.pprox-

imate his wife's. Their landscapes have, in a sense, merged, 

just as they have moved closer togethel-> in their eradicat,ion 

of the fala e froll'\; of f clergyma.n and dutiful wife f, and in 
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their caring for Philip and Judith's illegitimate child. But 

the resolution of the novel is highly paradoxical. First., 

the train is a double-edged symbol for escape; it will take 

the Bentleys, after all, only to another garrison and to 

another limited set of circumstances. Any effective escape 

must be imaginative. Inspiration, leading to artistic fruition, 

must intervene and allow them (particularly Philip) to tran-

scend those limitations with which the gar-rison will shackle 

them. In a moment of clarity which precedes Philip's union 

with Judith, Mrsa Bentley despairs about their future: 

All I see is the futility • • • The next town-
the next and the next. There doesn't seem much 
meaning to our going on. (AMMH, 103) 

~-

This is a bleak prophecy that jostles the more optimistic 

vision of hope and liberation, even at the end of the novel. 

S:econd, Philip's creative abilities and his inlr'3.ginative 

responses to the world around him are shadowy and . ambiguous. 

Vv'bat Philip lacks in the novel isil1spiration, the kind of 

imaginitive stimulation thaG has been placed in the prairie 

wilderness, that derives from nature and that is blocked out 

by the false fronts that usurp the entire canvas of Philipfs 

pictures and Philip's mjnd. Mrs. Bentley 1s wrong when she 

says that ttl ife has proved bitter and deceptive to Philip 

because he has kept seeking a beauty and signiflcrulce that 

isn't lifefs to give" {AMMH, 94). Philip is on the right '-
tl"'aclr (not a ga:(il~ison tpack) seeking a beauty and significance 
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that life does have to offer. This is the essence of freedom 

in these novels--that one be exposed to nature, and realize 

the imaginative experience, the inspiration of nature. Philip 

almost blossoms during the holiday on the ranch when he pre

sents his painting of the stallion to Laura. "Laura took it 

from him with a strange soft look in her eyes, and said it 

was the nicest thing that anybody had ever' 'given her" (~, 

104). At this point, Mrs. Bentley notes that her husband 

experiences the glow that an artist can feel when his art 

(even if it is only a copy, u a good likeness tl
) succeSSfully 

reveals another dimension of 'reality' to his audience. This 

is one of the most positive incidents in the book. 

Rossts novel is a lot about the forces that repress, 

and very little about the forces that liberate. Within this 

plan, the work is perceptive and, at times, amazingly well 

written. The complex of human relationships and human respon

ses, complete with ambiguities, that filter through 1ws. 

Bentley's perception of the world arotmd her magnificently 

reveals the paradoxical nature of reality. But the dialectic 

of the work consl.sts in the energetic interplay between the 

forces that repress and the need to exist in a social context 

on the one hand, and the desire to escape a 'garrison' into 

self fulfillment and the forces that liberate on the other. 

The nar~ative, intentionally or otherwise, fails to supply 

much information about the characters' experience of the 
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la tter-~D.nd tbus the amb igui ty of the resolution. There is 

an imbalance or authorial concern wIth the dialectic built 

in to the novel. 

The forces or liberation that work on -the misfit 

figure are inevitably the forces of natm~e. Misfits are, 

like Grove, essentially outdoors creatures who waste away 

spiritually when locked in a garrison. 

I am essentially an outdoor 
'several ye ars the fact that 
to look at the out-or-doors 
a town house only, bad been 
vitality. 

crea 1~ure j and for 
I have been forced 
from the window of 
eating away at my 

(QE!, 45) 

Luzina Tousignant is drawn to the big city, but during 1;he3e 

visits to civilisBd parts, the plaj..ntive, monotonous, pel~sis

tent call of the water hen draws her back to the na tm"$.l realm. 

On Little Water Hen island sbe is able to catch tr a g1 impse 

of the vastness of the power to which she had recoUt" sen (Wl'l~, 

32). Nature in its gentler aspects of strength$ beauty, 

unchangableness is a mirror for human potent ialj Luzina has 

her children learn the names of everything around them, It the 

knowledge of which confers posse s s ionl~ (!!,:"!yHf, 55). Vihen 

Maggie Lloyd breaks out of her house and her shell-like exis-

tence, she bas expel"'iences similar to Grove's in his x>ides 

through the prairies. 

Her tormented nights of humiliations between fotll~ 
small walls and in the compass of a double bed were 
gone, washed away by this air, this freedom, this 
joy, this singleness and fOl~getfulness. (SWA, 124) 
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Viha t power these rivers were already yielding, far 
beyond her sight: Even a n~p of this country-
]_ines arI'anged in an arbitrary \~ay on a long rec
tangular plece of paper--stirs the imagination be':' 
yond imagination, she thought • • •• (~, 67) 

She exulted in each small sight and sound, in new 
time, in new space, because now she had got free 
o • • and she had long formed the habit of seak
ing and finding, where she could, private enjoy
ment of the sort that costs noth:ing but an ex-
tension of the imagination. (~~~, 16-17) 

This is the kind of inspiration denied to Philip Bentley, 

about which the ending of the novel raises 0 questions... Brian 

Of Conn aI's 'stl:'ange enchantment' with the prairie and the 

wind reveals that the greqtest pull on the misfit's imagin-

at:l..on is not, pel'haps, the phYSical environm.ent or the elements, 

but something which these things manifest, and which I have 

been calling 'nature': 

Prairlefs awi'ul, thought Briarl, and in his mind 
th ere loomed vaguely fearful images of a still 
and brooding spil'it, a quiescent power unsmiling 
:from everlasting to everlasting to wh5.ch the 
coming and passing of the prairie's creatures was 
but incidental. (~l~~, 129) 

Or, similax'ly for Maggie Lloyd: 

The sky was an intimation of something still 
vaster, and s pir.itual. (SV!'£b 124) 

The se forces often direct the misfit towards art; through 

writing 01" painting or musj.c, he Yl19.y structul"'e and order his 

experience, he may act out his quest, his anxieties and frus-

trations, without imposing a too rIgid and u_Dnatural order on 

real life (on the real landscape) 00 The wOl-'k or art becomes, 

in a W8:Y, the unique th ird landscape where tbe dialec tic is 
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explored and where a synthetic expl"ession of the artist fa 

perceptions and inspiratlons is evolved. The variegated 

rug trimmed with white that Ellen finishes weaving at -the 

end of ~}~.e._J!<?unt9al.~" and, t.he-.Y .. 8:.11~ is symbolic of this crea

tive process. At the other extreme is Lorne Murchison who" 

at the end of ~~~~, prepares -co participate in 

Uthe task among those by whose hand and direction the pattern 

end the colours will be made" -.at~weaving tIle- will of the nationsll 

(1m2.o, 268)a This way of ordering experience by attempting 

to fashion the routine of history was the impetus to the 

'garrison culture' and 'garrison mentality' that Frye discerns~ 



CONCLUSION 

Since I have tried to describe a development in 

Canadian literature, the evolution of landscape patterns and 

images from a simple dichotomy to the dlalectic of the mis-

fit's experience, there is nothing to sunm1arize. Or rather, 

I have stated my conclusions in the. process of describing 

the development. 

Grove apart, tihere is a stage beyond the misfit fignres 

we have been looking at, the Bentleys and others like them· 

who are artis ts (mOl'S often than not failed al .. tists, or artists 

of garbled articulation), people like David Canaan, Brian 

OYConnal (who is a child but for Whom I speculate no satis

i'ying cl"'eative future), or the hero of Irhe Favotu~j;t;e Game G 
~~~~~~ 

Beyond these, thel'e is the artist who al'>ticula tes his craa;' 

tivity, and who successfully conveys his vision of natux'e or 

society in some medium of expression. Such figures are not 

in vogue as the protagonists of Canadian novels. A Philip 

Bentley metamorphosed into such an artist might be one with 

the successful nature artiists who painted in the Canadian 

wildernes·s-~Emily Carr, Tom Thompson, the Gx'oup of Seven. 

Can thex'e be: any doubt that the works of these painters ape 

meant to address the imaginat1.on~ that they are romantic in 

spil"it and are a successful s.rticulation of wbat eludes so 
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many fictional artists? Wben Oarr expresses aff'inity with 

a twisted, primeval nature or Thompson creates a serene 

jewelled landscape, they are attempting to cut through to 

the essence of nature, to expose the mysteI~y and force of 

hel" vita.li ties, to find out what makes her tick. And, 

perhaps, they are also trying to catch the Eden that has 

eluded North Americans since the time of Oolumbus. Northrop 

Frye glosses these ideas in 1pe ~02e2:n gent~z: 
The painting of Tom Thompson and Emily Oar-r, and 
la tel" of Riopelle and Borduas, 1s an explOl'il1g, 
pr'objng painting, teal"ing apart the Ph2"8ica1 world 
to see what lies beyond or through it. 
-_..-", ... -.-*,""" 

What is interesting about Frye's brief description is the 

concep'lj of violence (It tearing apart the physical world!?) as 

a means to expose an idyll or to fi.l1d one f s relationship to 

that idyll. The idyll,is, of course, perpetually elusive; 

the mystery of nature is only a questiion and never an answer 

no matter_ how close a Thompson or a Carr may come, just as 

'che promised land is always a dream and never a fulfillment. 

When cons idering the myth of the promised laxl.d, one 

must remember that the idyll is also an ideal. This, I 

believe, is what gives impetus to the image of the slain 

animal that occurs so often :in OUI' literature and the. t so 

easily wounds the sensibilities of the m5.sfi ts Remember the 

gopher that Artie kills on the prairie in ~2~~~E~~ \~ig§..; 

the rabbi-ts killed by Kpoof in, ~e_B:rtoL~~ncieI~,~..l~; 
, 

El Greco killed by coyotes in !E.~K.or~!1d f!y" !I,~U;S0; the 
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caribou killed by faxes in Agu,8ulE,; and the respective sorrow, 

anger, bewilderment of Brain O'Connal, Miranda, 1ws. Bentley 

and Agaguk. Because it exists as a pal"t of incorruptible 

nature and yet lives in a similar way that man lives" the 

animal bridges a gap. It easily becomes a symbo~ of tl~ 

nature ideal and also has the power to evoke sympatbetic 

identification in an audience of human animals. Grove has an 
image in Over Prairie Trails that operates in this way. 

~t a1 <Y.>II-~"""''' _ ...-~ 

To this very day these yellow grades of the pio
neer country along the lake lie like naked scars 
on Nature's body: ugly, raw, as if the bowels 
were torn out of a beautiful bird and left to dry 
and. rot on its plurn.rnage & Age will mellow them 
down in to harmony 8 (p.. 14) 

The dead bird becomes a metaphor for man's imposj:tlon on 

the Prairie landscape (which is Grove's new Jerusalem). In 

the despal"ate, futile quest to discover an ideal in existence 

(a real Eden) the pioneer settlers have marred the face of 

what dissatisfied them, and then, presumably, retreated into 

their ga1~risons. For Grove, this is the great indignity 

inflicted on the Pralrie landscape. 

Our artists oppose the destructive pioneer settlers ,. 

Carr.9 Thompson and t;h0 Seven (excepting Fred Varley) rarely 

include the human beings in the subject of their paint;:lngs. 

Their art is not about figures in a landscape, unless one 

considers the painter in the wilderness such a figure. The 

landscape itself, as a manifestation of Nature, fills the 

scope of the ir imaginat ion and provides sufi'ic lent rna terial 



for artistic comment. If you consider realis~ in art an 

attempt to reiterate the surface likenes~ of the subject, 

then these Canadian artists do not approach realism. But 

if realism as an aesthetic term transcends technique and 

likeness, if it encompasses the attempt to get behind the 

surface, to investigate and celebrate the dynamics of Nature 

(as other artists investigate society), then they are pre

eminently realists. And this is true because they have made 

us see nature in a new way, naG s imply as an enViI'011.ment but 

as a vital force with a fascination 811.d magic of its own. 

Tbe,Y portray more "how they feellt about the C8nadian land

scape than II what they see ff
• Apart from the visual beauty 

of their Vlork, I treasure these artists for their ability 

to transform one f'rom a Berenice Einberg, 

...... the iclmeumon fly, which a moment ago, on 
its petal, looked (to Christian) like an al"roW' 
abOU'(j to shoot from the bmv, now only looks 15.ke 
a grub as it struggles feebly in the muddy water. 

{ill!, 28} 

into a Brian OfConnal, 

The boy vvas aware that the yard was not still. 
Every grass blade and leaf and flower seemed to 
be breathing, or perhaps whispering~·h·sometbil:1g 
to hjjn~~sometbing for him .... oVlithin himself' 
Brian fel t a soft explos ion of feeling 0 It was 
one of completion and of cUlmination (WHSW, 60). 
A tiny gaI'den toad suddenly became nk'lg:rc-r-or him 
one Slumne:t:> day--the smell of leaf mold, and clover, 
and wolf'. (lli.!§1!, 123) 

A myth has grovm ut.-" about these Ca1'l.adi~"'1 landscape 

artists.. I do not kno,,{ to what exten.t it is tl~ue, but naM.o:n.al 

publ ications enj oy celebra tina the closeness that these artists 
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reputedly enj oyed with the nature tbey portrayed. 

In parties of two or three, t;bey (the Toronto group) 
went on weekend sketching trips to the Georgian 
Bay district and spent their holidays in northern 
Ontario o They soon'became strongly a-ttached to 
this rocky, pine-covered wilderness 1 with i-ts 
silent lakes, burnt-over2iorests, and brilliant~ly 
coloured autunm foliage. " 

'Wha t a.!'e the epithets that one wants to use when desol.~ibing 

the works of Tom Thompson and the Group of S'even--mystical 

attitude to nature (MacDonald's Mist Fantasy, Varley's 
- ---~.--. .. -... .. .-...,.. ... ~ 

~g~!!...]3al); lyricIsm (Tom ~hompson fS ~1~~S..1..!pew' Car'''' 

michael's Th_e~jll't!.eFy_T.ang.I~); qu1.etude and majesty (espec1.ally 

the works of Arthur Lismer); grandeur and inmensity (most 

evident~ly nlru."ked it?- the Lawren Harris' paintings of the nOl"'th"" 

lands and Rockies); vib:r'I:-ll1.cy and bI' ill i8.11o 6 (A. Yo Jackson t s 

vital depictions of Indian gu~ner)o All of these artists 

portray a living natur'G which 1s m01~e than a mere object of 

observattonj here is an attempt to capture the spirit of the 

landscape on canvas. 

Wilfred Wa'Gson f s poem 'Emily Carr" elaboI'a tes this 

idea with respect to an individual artist. 

, L:i.ke Jonah in the' green belly of' the whale 
Overwhelmed by Leviathan t s lights and livers 
Imprisoned and appalled by the belly's wall 
Yet inscribing l:-ll1.d scoring the uprush 
Sink vault and al~ch of that monstrous oathedraJ., 
Its living bone and its green pulsating flesh",,,· 

In this pal"t of the poem] Em:i.ly Carr is imprisoned in the 
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belly of that whale. 'Within the limits of this environment, 

the painter, It overwhelmed e _ 0 • and appalled by tbe "belly's 

wall tt , records ·the impressions of what she sees ... ·-tt inscI'ibing . . --

and scoring the uprush/ Sink vault and arch of that monstrous 

cathedrallt • But according to Watson, her ar·t at this point 

is only an anatomy Ie ss on,. a careful and perce ptive de scrip

tion of the bone and green flesb. When she fin.ally bursts 

the bounds of her restric·ted world, sbe is ouJeside the whale 

and gains a new pel"'spective on the "river of life". Like 

the poet seated on Ararat in F0 R. S'c'ottts ItLakeshoreil , her 

view is from II the coasts of eterni ttl. It is not made clear 

wby this happens, as it is never made clear why the misfit· 

is touched by nature and responds. For some 1"eason it. is 

attributed to the whale, which I understood as a metapbor 

for limited human (one is tempted to say tgarrisonf) perspec~ 

tive. The whale' s belly, then, is the confines of normal 

human understanding ox' perception. Does she gain new insight s 

because she is made privy to the secrets of tbe whale? Or 

does she become too big to be contained by the whale, tran-

scending tbe phySical aspects of her environment and growing 

artistically when she recognizes that the bones l~v~ and the 

green flesh E2:lh~~~~, that there sre dynamic forces behind 

tbe material facade? This second explanation seems n1.m'e con-

sistent \'Ji th the latter half of the p06111. 

Then, as for JOhli of patmos; the -river of life 
Burned for you. an emerald and jasper smoke 



And dovm the valley you looked and saw 
All wllderness beoome transparent vapour, 
A ghostly uhderneath a fleshly stroke, 
And every bush an apocalypse of lea~. 

- -
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Here, the artist perceives stirrings underneath the surfaoe 

of nature, as do our misfits from the novels; all physical 

wilderness becow..es transparent to her vision, and perceptlon 

opens up a new area of understanding._ Thus, the fl-esh1y 

strokes of paint express the 'ghostlyt or internal workings 

of nature. Tbe artist explores s probes, to see what lies 
- -

beyond or through it. When.Watson says tbat every bush is 

an apocalypse of leaf, he understands the ability of the 

al"tist to=p~al what is hidden to ordinary eyes, not merely 

.!:.9..E~ it, as do so many misfits of artistic sensib~Llity. 

A painting ]. ike Carr! s R~~ taptJ-.£!! sh ow s the pa in tel" s tl~ug

-gling to come to terms with the impelling aspects-of the land-

scape. Emily Carr depicts with great intensity the vigorous, 

l:tv LYJ.g aspec ts of Na turs. 

I have gone off on this tangent in conclusion because 

the silence or garbled articulatiO"ll of most artist figures 

in our prose litera.tul~e is ultimately exasperating. Grove , 

is always an exception. At the end of a long cons:i.deration 
, 

of repression, antagonism and frustrated articulation, one 

needs the refreshment of artistic inspiration transformed by 

the sparkle of insight into delightful expl"'8ssion • 

. ~ , 
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